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Volurbe LXXXXVI No 12 In Our 96th Year Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, January 15, 1975
LONG TRIP—Thomas Lee Armstrong and lames Henry Armstrong had a long trip from their Lynn Grove farm to the Plan-
ter's Loose Leaf floor Tuesday afternoon. They brought this wagonload of tobacco from Lynn Grove to Murray with a pair of
two-year old mules, the first load of county leaf to be brought in such a manner in several years. The tobacco weighed in at
over 6,000 pounds. The local sale continued today on the three Murray floors. The prices appeared to be holding steady
this morning with more sales of up to $1.06 per pound reported in Murray today.
(Staff Photo by David Hal)
Ford Outlines Blueprint For Rescuing
Economy. In State Of The Union Message
'• WASHINGTON (AP) — De-
daring "I've got bad news, and
I don't expect any applause,"
President Ford outlined for
Congress today his blueprint
bar rescuing the slumping econ-
omy through tax cuts and high-
er fuel prices.
Virtually all of Ford's specific
proposals were disclosed in his
television-radio address to the
nation Monday or by White
House Press Secretary Ron
Hessen at a news briefing
Tuesday.
The major elements of the
President's program include:
—A one-time tax cut of 12 per
cent in last year's taxes, to be
accomplished through rebates
to individual taxpayers of up to
$1,000.
—A long-term tax reduction
starting this year, with the
largest reductions going to the
poorest taxpayers.
—Proposals to cut corporate
income taxes and increase tax
credits for businesses that
spend money on their plants
and equipment.
—Direct federal payments of
$90 to each adult American too
poor to pay any income taxes.
—An increase in revenue-
sharing funds to state and local
governments.
—A proposal for a $2-a-barrel
tax on crude oil and higher ex-
cise taxes on oil, plus total de-
control of all domestic oil
prices. The result would be an
increase of about 10 cents a
gallon for gasoline and home
Suspended Jail Sentence
Given On Drug Charges
Two Texas residents were
given suspended jail terms and
told to "clear out of town" by
Judge Robert 0. Miller today
after being charged with
possession of marijuana,
possession of a controlled
substance, and carrying a
concealed deadly weapon.
Dale Jankoviak, 22, and
Bradford Arndt, 22, both of
Austin, Texas, pleaded guilty in
county court today to the
marijuana and weapon
charges. The third charge was
dismissed.
Murray City Police found the
contraband after stopping the
car in which the two were riding
on suspi'cion of D. W. I. last
night. Arndt, the driver of the
car, was then charged with D.
Weather Forecast
Partly cloudy and a little
warmer today and tonight
High today in the ripper 30s.
low tonight in the upper 20s
Partly cloudy with a slight
chance of snow flurries Thurs-
day. High in the upper -30s.
Partly cloudy and a little
warmer on Friday. Precipi-
tation probability 20 per cent
Thursday.-- • . —
Partly 1111:181 utrougn
Sunday with a slight warming
trend Saturday and Sunday
Lows in the Mfd 20s Friday and
In the mid 30s Saturday and
- Sunday Highs mostly in the 40is
throughout the period.
W. I., and police discovered a
variety of contraband in the
vehicle.
Confiscated by police were: a
.22 rifle, 21/2 "lids- of
marijuana; a quantity of
assorted pills, mostly Darvon;
an assortment of materials
which, according to police,
could be used to make ex-
plosives; smoking devices;
several hand weapons, and a
crowbar.
The two appeared this
morning before Judge Miller
and received 60-day suspended
jail terms and placed on one
year's probation. The con-
fiscated materials were not
returned to the two, but the rifle
is to be returned later to Arndt's
brother, who lives in the area.
heating oil. White 'House offi-
cials also estimated that the ex-
cise-tax increase would cause a
one-shot increase of 2 per cent
in the Consumer Price Index.
—A request for standby au-
thority to ration gasoline if
higher costs fail to meet his ob-
jective of reducing oil imports
by a million barrels a day this
year and two million in 1976.
Ford did disclose a few new
proposals in his State of the
Union message and a shorter
address delivered personally to
a joint session of _Congress.
Ford revealed he wants to
stockpile 1.3 billion barrels of
crude oil in tanks and under-
ground caverns over a period
of years so the country could
cope with any repetition of the
1973-74 Arab oil embargo.
The President also said for
the first time that he wants to
grant utilities a three-year in-
vestment tax credit of 12 per
cent "to specifically speed the
construction of power plants
that do not use natural gas or
oil." The present tax credit
rate for utilities is 4 per cent.
One presidential proposal
that could ultimately have a
major impact on the average
citizen was not mentioned in
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Ford's text but was spelled out
in a White House-prepared fact
sheet.
The fact sheet said Ford
See Ford, Page 14)
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Wholesale prices declined in
December for the first time in
14 months, the government re-
ported today, providing further
indication of slowing inflation.
The Labor Department said
declining agricultural prices
more than offset a small in-
crease for industrial com-
modities last month as over-all
wholesale prices fell five-tenths
of a per cent. It was the first
decline since prices fell one-
tenth of a per cent in October
1973.
Despite the December de-
cline, wholesale prices for 1974
were up 20.9 per cent, the big-
gest annual increase since
prices rose 31.1 per cent in 1946
following the end of World War
II price controls. 
_
The report provided a dose of
encouragement for President
Ford as he prepared to deliver
his State of the Union message
to Congress.
Government analysts said the
decline in wholesale prices in-
dicated a breaking in the na-
tion's inflationary rate as the
effects of the recession spread
through the economy.
Industrial prices rose 25.6 per
cent over the past year while
prices for processed foods and
--feeds jumped 20.9. per cent.
Farm product prices dropped
1.9 per cent over the same peri-
od.
In December, farm products
declined 4.1 per cent, processed
foods and feeds were down 1.5
per cent and industrial prices
- failed to register any increase
on a seasonally adjusted basis.
Unadjusted, industrial corn-
modities increased two-tenths
of a per cent,,the smallest in-
crease in more than a year.
Wholesale price increases
have moderated in recent
months and the trend is ex-
pected to be reflected in retail
prices in the coming months.
During the final quarter of
1974, wholesale prices climbed
at a seasonally adjusted annual
rate of 13.4 per cent, substan-
tially slower than the 35.2 per
cent rate in the third quarter
but still higher than the 12.2
per cent increase during the
second quarter of the year.
Gale Broach Representing
Community Center Purchase In Kentucky Contest
Miss Gale Broach, daughter
Is AnnounCed Today Murray Route One, willof Mr. and Mrs. Ray Broach of
represent the Purchase District
Fair as their contestant in the
1975 Miss Kentucky County Fair
Representatives of a group of
Hazel Citizens have announced
the purchase of the cafeteria
building on the campus of the
Hazel school from Herman K.
Ellis today.
The purchase was voted upon
last night by the group, with an
agreed price of $5,500. The price
includes the cafeteria building,
and an L-shaped piece of ground
that includes nearly all the
softball field behind the
cafeteria.
The group said that con-
tributions are still needed for
the purchase of the building and
land, and for improvements to
the building. The group would
not disclose the amount of
money which has been collected
so far.
Representatives of the group
met with the Calloway Fiscal
Court to ask help on the pur-
chase of the property on
Monday, and the court agreed
to participate with a ;LOW
grant toward the purchase. The
building will be used as a
community center for
organizations such as the
Woodmen, Woman's Club,
Senior Citizens, and others.
Third Candidate Enters Race
For First District's Senator
A third candidate today en-
tered the- race for the
nomination for District State




his candidacy today, joining
Ronnie Jackson and Dr. Harry
Girl Scout Cookie
Sale Opens Here
The annual Girl Scout Cookie
Sale will start here in Murray
and Calloway County on Friday.
January 17, according to Mrs
Judy Whitten, Girl Scout Neigh-
borhood cookie chairman.
Advanced orders will be
taken with the price being one
dollar per box to be paid when
the orders are delivered star-
ting March 14, according to
Mrs. Whitten, who may be
reached for information at
phone 753-6934.
Mrs. Gordon Loberger, Girl
Scout Neighborhood Chairman
for Murray, said all Brownies
and Girl Scouts will be taking
orders for the cookies and urges
the public to assist in this
community drive for the Girl
Scouts.
San _Franciscans Turn
Dog Nair Into Clothes
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Not ones to
waste anything in today's depressed
economy, some San Franciscans are
making sweaters, skirts, scarves, gloves
and hats. All from their dogs' hair.
"Twenty dogs can make a mountain of
hair. You Might as well use it," said Fran-
ces Roe in an interview Tuesday. "It
makes a super warm sweater." -
Mrs. Roe said she meets almost every
month with friends who, like her, own
from your own dog's hair," said Bob
Jones, a department store display builder.
He contends the Sarnoyed's moderately
long hair is best for spinning yarn, though
he sometimes combines it with St. Ber-
nard, Pomeranian or collie hair. It is im-
portant to keep one Samoyed's hair
separated from another's, because owners
lesist on wearing something made of hair
from their own dog_
Mrs.- Roe says she plans to invest in an
Samoyeds, an arctic dog commonly u.sed , electric spinner to speed Up the manufae-
fur paip4 •46'1115,- **DOS "Ir4pf-P 55rr"... .21.11111WWIP-: -i-arryilig hags of the stuff obtiln&fthrringh frtittier kilo& Ittritie.
normal shedding and combing and sit but an ounce goes a long way."
about turning it into yarn and then articles
of clothing.
"There is something so aesthetically
pleasing about wearing something made
The group is considering going com-
mercial and selling its articles. Jones said
some of the group will charge "between
630 and $40 a pound for the hair."
M. parks, in the race for the
seat vacated by Congressman
Carroll Hubbard, Jr. which
Includes the counties St
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Richard Weisenberger
Graves, Hickman and a portion
of Marshall.
Jackson, a native of Calloway
County and a graduate of
Murray State University, an-
nounced his candidacy Monday.
Dr. Sparks, a former president
of Murray State University,
made public his intentions to
run for the office last fall.
Weisenberger, in announcing
Tapes Of Murray
Band Parade To Be
Shown On Thursday
Murray High School Band
Directors—Joe Sills, Buddy
Light, and Frank Schwab-will
appear on the Murray State
University Channel 11
Television "Focus" program on
Thursday, January 16, at five p.
m.
The directors will show video
tapes of the band's per-
forukanoes s the OganTe
sleidr
were televised on Paducah TV
Station Channel 6. The station
has provided the local directors
with the tapes for showing on
the MSU television station
• • PION Photo by Dave Celava)program,
his. candidacy, said today that
The battle against inflation
heads a list of platform planks
he will reveal as the campaign
progresses.
"If government expects the
taxpayers to tighten their belts
to combat inflation, it follows
that government should set an
example by instituting' new
measures and programs to
complement the effort being
made by the public," he said.
"I am especially concerned
about the plight of our senior
citizens, disabled veterans and
others trying to make ends meet
on fixed incomes in the midst of
constantly rising prices. I have
visited every section of the
district in the past several
months, talking with farmers,
businessmen, retired citizens
and working men and I am
convinced that a decrease in the
state income tax or the state
sales tax is in order, a proposal
which would allow every tax-
payer to have more spendable
income to offset increased
costs," he added.
(See Senate, Page 14
Chaney, Mrs. Buren Erwin,
Guy Lovins, Johnny Kelso,
Larry Ray, Larry Puckett,
Finis J. Griffith, • •
A. B. Crass, Dorthy Grogan,
Mrs. Stuart Poston, Tom Wells,
Rudy Lovett, Lewis Peters, J.
Matt Sparkman, W. 0. Presson,
Mrs. Don Henry, William
Burnette,
Giles Jackson, Mrs. Hubert
R. Barrow, Carmon Parks,
James L. Carson, Kathryn Lax,
Willie Perry, Max Morgan,
Gary Ellison, Ozell Atkins, Cal
Luther,
Billie Price, Billy Ray Miller,
Donald Crawford, Mrs. Harold
aiiston, 1.-Wsiter- MT,- -Baty —Speight, A. H. Kopperud, Mrs.
• Puckett, Rufus Carter, John Livesay, Jack Wynn, Mrs.
Ray Beane, Mrs. J. C. Mahan, Edward Curd, Darrell Mathis,
George Outland, Eugene Ross Odle.
The contest will be held
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. with the
theme of the contest being It's
A Small World." Each con-
testant will be wearing a
costume representing a foreign
country, and Miss Broach will
be wearing a native dress of
Nigeria, loaned to her by a
Murray State University
student of that country, Liz
Ehilthametalor.
Contestants will compete in
both swimsuit and formal dress
at the contest which will be
Theatre Style with admission
open to the public at three
dollars per person.
On Friday evening a dinner
will be given for all contestants
and the judges. Mrs. Ruth
Devine of the Alix Adams
Modeling Agency will be the
pageant director.
Miss Broach was named as
Miss Murray-Calloway County
Gale Broach Fair Queen for 1973 and Miss
Contest to be held Friday and Purchase District Fair Queen in
1974. She is a student at MurraySaturday, January 17 and 18, at
State University where she is athe GaitHouse, LouisVilre,
vduring the annual meeting of arsity cheerleader and is a
the Kentucky _Association, _of _11:11._gracluate
County High School.Fairs and Horse Shows.
Jury List For Circuit Court
Released By Sheriff's Office
The jury list for the February
term of Calloway Circuit Court
has been released by the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Office. Jurors orderedlo report
February 3 at nine a. m. at the
circuit courtroom are:
Mrs. Raymond T. Hewitt,
John Clendenon, Randy Barnes,
Mrs. Homer Lusk, Mrs. Vernon
Roberts, Mrs. Joe N. Prince,
Orman Price, Mrs. Rex
Ramsey, Mrs. Thelma Riley
Bailey, Mrs. J. D. Outland,
Preston Orr, Gary Smith,
Allen Poole, Mrs. Jackie
Herndon, James Biggs, Charles
M. Archer, Martha Nell Mc-
Cross fund arive. Discussing preliminary plans are, left to ng t, Walter I, Apperson, chairman of
the fund drive, Mrs. Jean Blankenship, executive director of the local Red Cross office, and
Holmes Ellis, chairman of the Calloway County chapter of American Red Cross. The goal for
this year's drive, which will get underway in March, is $10,226. Last year's drive netted ap-
proximate-4,511,000. —




By Abigail Van Buren
Warm thanks from a
cold turkey
ABBY.-.,_I thought you might be interested in the
following true story:
On November 29, I flew from Dallas, Texas 1.4 Little
Rock. Arkansas. The flight was filled, and because I got on
at the last minute I was given a seat in the NO SMOKING
section.
I wanted ii-cigarette. so! took one out of the pack and put
-4 ea iny mouth, but bekire lighting it, 1 surned to Ole-very, -
attractive lady who was my seat partner, and asked, "Do
you mind if I smoke?"
, She smiled a pretty smile and replied. -Why don't you do
us both a favor, sir, and refrain?-
1 was jolted. I put the cigarette back in the package and
haven't had one since. In other words. I quit-cold turkey!
After being a two-pack-a-day man, that's quite an
accomplishment. Nobody can believe it.
It took a few -words from a stranger to get me to do
something I've been putting off for years. Why am I telling
you this, Abby? Because you were that woman. How can I
thank you?
COLD TURKEY IN ARKANSAS
DEAR COLD: You just did. Write to me next year at this
time, and if you're still "clean.- I'll send you a present!
DEAR ABBY: I read in your column that the Number
Oncomplaint of wives is, "My husband doesn't appreciate
me,"'
Well. my  husband must be an exceotin because he never
leaves the table widiout saiin.g. 'Thañks 'for 'dinner,
honey.-
Gerild -PEC;nes' .me ;:rork'ne' -very day ji. -tO'isk how
things are going with our five sons and me. He reminds me
often that he loves me, 'and he never fails to tell me I look
nice when I do.
I could fill a book with his good points, and couldn't even
fill a page with his bad points.
We just celebrated our 12th wedding anniversary, and
this was the best. They keep getting better every year.
Abby.
I know this _won't make your column because you have so
many more important letters to print, but I just had to let
you know that there's a wife in Monroe, N.Y. whose
husband really does appreciate her. MAUREEN HARAN
DEAR MAUREEN: I think it's important to let people
know that there are good marriages, too, so accept my
belated anniversary congratulations. And take good care of
Gerald. He sounds like a prince. And you must be a pretty
special wife to deserve such royal treatment.
DEAR ABBY: So the Number One complaint of
husbands is. "My wife nags me!" Well, put me down as one
husband whose wife nags him-and he's glad of it. Thank
God she nags me. It shows she loves me.
I kept putting off going to the doctor to get a checkup,
and she finally nagged me into going. The doc said I had to
lose 25 pounds, and I kept putting off going on a diet, but
my wife nagged me until I went to Weight Watchers. God
love her. I finally went-and I lost 32 pounds! And I'm
maintaining that weight.
Now my wife is nagging me to see a lawyer and have a
will made. I haven't done it yet, but I hope she doesn't quit
nagging me before I get hit by a bus.
So. Abby, old girl, please tell your readers that if a wife
doesn't nag her husband, she doesn't really love him. Sign
me,..NAGGED IN TUCSON
CONFIDENTIAL TO CONCERNED BROTHER in
L.A. It's not true that people who threaten to commit
suicide seldom do. Tell your sister that when she feels "low"
she should call the SUICIDE PREVENTION CENTER. A
trained member of their staff will be glad to talk with her
about her problem. They inc listed in your telephone
directory.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply. write to ABBY. Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-uidressed envelope, please.
Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren. 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long. self-addressed, stamped 20e envelope.
The World Friendship Club held its December meeting at the home of Mrs. Harvey Culp with
members bringing dishes from their home countries. Present were, left to right, standing, Ruth
Oluokun of Nigeria, Sachiko Ferguson of Japan, Judith Sobowale of Nigeria, Mrs. Ford of Benton,
Ola Mae Roberts of Cherry Corner, Tina Olson of Germany, Lola Sonaike and Liz F.hikhametalor of
Nigeria, Thelma Warlord of Murray, Isabel Lopez of Spain, Nancy Culp of Briensburg, Nancy Boren
of Virginia. seated, Beth Culp of Briensburg, Kayak° Minami of Japan, Golsen Ford of Turkey, Helen
Karvounis and Dina Georgian of Greece, Cecilia Mendes of Nigeria, Edith Noffsinger of Murray,
Bandele Aina of Nigeria, and Gracie Erwin of Kirksey, The next meeting will be held January 24 at
the home of Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger in Murray.
Your inklual Horoscope 
Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY, JANUARY 16, 197S
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) grIt4
Be prepared to cope with
strangers, odd situations.
Pinpoint objectives; be
selective about activities. Step
up momentum where possible.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) I:1467
Especially favored now:
career matters„opportunities to
increase prestige. You may be
given added responsibility but,
with it, there's increased
potenial.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
You now have greater
freedom of choice and
movement than you have had in
some time; can also expect
some invaluable help from a
member of the opposite sex.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 00
Make sure you have checked
all facts and factors before
making agreements or corn-
- antments. But do not quibble
foolishly and lose out.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) sal
Be patient if temporarily
stymied in some project in
which you are involved. New
factors seem to be up for con-






  x Cralia. CM*" Nitteeny,ikrAtuder
Open Daily 9:00 to 5:30'




rfPAug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Caution should be day's
keynote. Let others take the
initiative. Retain your quiet,
efficient manner and remain in
the background as much as
possible.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) st_L_ni
You have advantages over
others in certain respects and
they over you in others.
Capitalize on your talents and
maneuver situations adroitly.
New opportunities soon. 
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Be especially careful in
personal matters, how you
project your aims, desires. Act
with discretion, perceptively.
SAG1TT'ARIUS
!Nov. 23 to Dec. 21; Alit).
Take precautions in written
and verbal agreements and
scrutinize all situations
carefully. You could discover
hitherto unrecognized benefits.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201
You may have to revise some
previously made plans, reeval-
--nate conditions generally. Don't
hesitate to ask questions, seek
counsel where needed.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Manageability must be your
keyword now - especially in
areas where divergent opinions
and various personalities may
be encountered. Keen per-
ception needed - AND tact!
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20;
Handle routine before at-
tempting the new or ex-
tracurricular. Gains indicated
in financial matters, public
affairs and maritime interests.
X C7.
YOU BORN TODAY number
among the world's most
unusual achievers. You have a
keen and perceptive mind; are
versatile and sensitive; also
restless and changeable at
times. You have unique ideas
which you carry out suc-
cessfully - IF you do not lose
interest or sink into one of your
moods of despondency, certain
that "nothing matters." Try to
curb your tendencies toward
introspectiveness and feelings
of unworthiness. Try to realize
that when the Capricornian is at
his best no one can surpass him:
You have many talents; could
succeed brilliantly as a writer
or dramatist; would make an
outstanding statesman or
diplomat and, as a scientist or
teacher, could reach an eminent
place in life. Think HIGHLY of
yourself and the world will think
likewise. Birthdate of ,Richard
Savage, Eng. poet, dramatist.
Shrine Members
Af butellation
Murray Shrine Club members
attended the installation of
William E. Moffett as Potentate
, 11,2Patiter,-;hautatt
Those attending were Nor-
man Klapp. Jack Persall, Leroy
Todd, Ralph Morris, Bruce
__Wilson, Woodrow Dunn, Jack
Norwine, Robert Norcross, and
Jack Thompson
Mrs. Murray Turner opened
her home for the meeting of the
Lottie Moon Group of the First
Baptist Church held on Monday,
January 6, at 7:30 p. m.
The chairman, Mrs. Henry
Warren, presided. Reports of
the visitation to the shutins
were given by the members.
Mrs. Glenn Wooden was the
leader for the program on "The
Cost of Reaching Out." She was
assisted in the presentation by
Mrs. Earl Warford and Mrs.
Purdorn Outland.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses, Mrs. Turner and
Mrs. Wooden. —
Others present. were Mrs..
Odelle Vance, Mrs. Hollis
Roberts, Mrs. T. C. Collie, Mrs.
Rudolph Howard, Mrs. Porter
Holland, Miss Sue Fairless,






Group II of the Christian
Women's Fellowship of the
First Christian Church met
Tuesday, January 7, at two p.
m, at the home of Mrs. Marvin
Fulton on West Main Street.
The meeting was opened with
the fellowship prayer led by
Mrs. Clyde Jones in the absence
of Mrs. A. B. Austin, chairman.
Mrs. Rupert Parks conducted
the business session and also
gave the lesson on the book of
Esther. Mrs. Nell Robbins gave
the program introduction.
The hostesses, Mrs. Fulton,
Mrs. Jewell Evans, Mrs. A.
Carman, and Mrs. Herbert
Farris, served refreshments to
the twenty-two members and
one visitor, Dr. David C. Roos.
Realtors Meeting To
Be Held On Friday
The Murray-Calloway County
Board of Realtors will meet
Friday, January 17, at 11:30 a.
m. at the Holiday Inn.
Guest speaker for the noon
meeting will be Walter Ap-
person, publisher of the Murray
Ledger & Times.
The president, John






Celia Jane Hughes Gives
-Plans For- Her Wedding
Plans have been completed
for the wedding of Miss Celia
Jane Hughes, daughter of Mrs.
Ruth Hughes of Murray Route
Four, to William Clay Pierce,
Jr., son of Mrs. Jean Pierce of
Memphis, Tenn., and William
C. Pierce, Sr., of Paris, Tenn.
The ceremony will take place
on Saturday, February 1, at
seven p. m. at the Green Plain
Church of Christ with Bro. John
Dale officiating.
The bride-elect has chosen
her sister, Mrs. Patsy Walker,
as her matron of honor. Her
other attendants will be Mrs.
Pat Albritten and Miss Cathie
Collier.
The groom-elect has selected
his father as his best man and
his groomsmen will be Ricky
Hughes and Robert Westerman.
Miss Hughes will be given in
marriage by her uncle, Noble
Hughes.
All friends and relatives of the
couple are invited to attend.
PERSONALS
PADUCAH PATIENT
Larry Jasper of Murray has








.Martha Scruggs of Hazel has
been dismissed from the Henry




of Hardin has Charlie Adams of Murray
at the Henry Route Seven has been a patient




The regular monthly meeting
of the Devasting Dabs Parents
Club will be held Sunday,
January 19, at two p. m. at the
PCA Building, Washington
Street, Princeton.
'Plans will be made for
spring twirling contest.
All parents of children who
are students of the Talley and
Hooks School of Baton Twirling
are urged to join this Parents
Club in the promotion Of




Sarah A. Hail of Calvert City
and Cherry F. Brooksbank of
Huntsville, Ala., will be
presented in a joint senior
recital on Sunday, January 19,
at two p. m, in the Farrell
Recital Hall, Murray State
University,
Miss Hail, a soprano voice
-major, and Miss Brooksbank,
an alto saxophone major, are
both members of the Sigma
Alpha Iota professional music
fraternity for women.
Fuei Saver
Save fuel with your else
tric dryer by separating
loads into light and heavy
items. Lighter materials dry
faster alone than they do







, No Exchanges - No Refunds
Entire Stock Not Included
Sale Starts 9 a.m.
Thurs. Jan. 16th
Nancy's House of Shoes
Court Square - Paris, Tenn.
Afemannuntimintininaiminuinanul,
MORRIS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Holley
Morris of Route One, Puryear,
Tenn., are the parents of a baby
girl, Mary Grace, weighing
eight pounds three ounces, born
on Wednesday, January 8, at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
Male nurses
The number of men adrillt--:---
ted to schools for registered
nurses has nearly doubled in
recent years. According to the
likuurris:aalin 1972 This is 6 per
for N
were to bask- pro-
grams preparing registered
cent of all adonssions to these
programs and nearly twice






Today more and more eating
places specialize in only one kind
of food. That's what makes Jerry's
so special especially at dinner
time. It doesn't matter if you're
hungry for "steak or chicken, or
sirloin tips in mushroom gravy, or
maybe even shrimp creole or a
juicy ham steak. Sometimes there
is even. saueljasaghe on the menu —
and sometimes roast turkey with
all _the trimmings. And always
Making everybody happy with a
different selection each evening.
Choose from four entrees and
select two vegetables. And for the
same price, pick a soup or appetzer.
Jerry's offers more than one kino
of food - something for everybody.
__thew are ;hose i3ree!-gclen-„,-
,,ZWreffirir11;41143.441111Xitirier._ IrIttelSpectithrof. -the House










































































100% cotton, 45" wide.
Machine wash and dry.
87!
REG. 1.99
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Students participating in the practice of completing a cash transaction in a supermarket are from
left, Linda Pogue, the checker, JoAnn Lovelace, the sacker, and Kristy Hudson, the customer, all
Former students from the Benton-Marshall County Area. During the 80-hour program in Cashier
Checker Training, they learned to make (shame, caleulate sales tax, handle refunds, handle food
coupons and other skills pertaining to cashiering. Another course in Cashier Checker Training will be
offered beginning January 20 at the Murray Area Vocational Education Center. For more in-
formation, call 753-1870.
North Murray Club Holds Friday
Meet At Mrs. Gingles'
Mrs. Fred - Gingles en-
tertained the members and
guests of the North Murray
Homemakers Club in her home
on Farmer Avenue on Friday,
January 10, at 1:30 p. m.
Nine members answered the
roll call with the name of a
neighbor she had helped with
homemakers' information this
year. l'hree visitors present
were Mrs. Barletta Wrather,
Mrs. Thyra Crawford, and Mrs.
Nola Lewis.
The president, Mrs. Edgar
Morris, presided. Mrs. Charles
Humphreys gave the devotion
with her scripture reading from
I Thessalonians 5:15 and John
15:1-2, The thought was based
on "Gentle Words and Useful
The lesson on "Bargello" was
presented by Mrs. Cahrles
Humphreys and Mrs. John
Horne
Workman. Mrs. Wrather had a
lovely display of the finished
articles.
During the business session
program subjects for the
coming year were discussed.
Mrs. Esco Gunter had charge
of the recreational period.
Lovely refreshments were
served by the hostess, Mrs.
Gingles, during the social hour.
Mrs. Esco Gunter, 1638
Farmer Avenue, will be hostess
for the nest meeting on




Hargrove is undergoing tests
and treatment at the Deaconess
Hospital, 6150 Oakland Avenue,
St. Louis, Mo. 63139.
Wednesday, January 15
Christian Men's Fellowship of
First Christian Church will
meet at six p. m. with Rev. Bill
Pieper of Dover First Christian
Church as guest speaker. Jim
Clopton, M. C. Ellis, and Henry
Fulton will be hosts.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall, North 12th and
Payne Streets, at seven p. m.
Persons may come with own
partners or singly and be paired
at the meet.
Family bowling will be held
by Murray Chapter of Parents
Without Partners at 7:30 p.m. at
Corvette Lanes.
VISIT IN MICHIGAN
Mr. and Mrs. Nolen Atkins of
Murray Route Six have
returned home after spending
the holidays with their oi-lii-
law and MTS.-
Guy Lehman, their grand-
daughter, Mrs. Jim Symingto(t,
and Mr. Symington, and their
great granddaughter, Aimee,
all of Birmingham, Mich.
PERSONALS 3!It)  Mrs. Calvin Key Shows
Her Depression Glass
The Calloway County Public
Library is currently featuring a
Depression Glass display from
the collection_ of itirt_Calvin_
-Key
The display features 21 butter
dishes some rare) and place
settings in 35 of the most
collected patterns by collectors.
Depression Glass is the
"Bargello" Subject Of Lesson
Given By Mrs. Lewis At Meet
"Bargello" was the subject of
the lesson presented at the
meeting of the Pottertown
Homemakers Club held on
Wednesday, January 8, at ten a.
m. at the Holiday Inn.
Mrs. Nola Lewis presented
the lesson on the special craft. A
work day was planned for
Wednesday, January 29, at ten
a. m. at the home of Mrs. Lucy
Alderdice.
The president, Mrs. Lewis,
presided and Mrs. Ruth Weston
gave the devotion reading her
scripture twin I Thessalonians
5:15 and John 15:1-21 and
closing with prayer.
Mrs. Bessie Colson recited a
poem, "I Touched Shoulders
With You." Mrs. Delores
Zinkovich called the roll with
Thursday, January 16
Monthly potluck of Murray-
Calloway County Senior
Citizens will be held at twelve
noon in the Ellis Community
Center. Discount cards will be
issued at 1:30 p.m.
Murray Chapter Parents
Without Partners will meet at
the United Campus Ministry
building at eight p.m. Dr.
Frederick Kumar will discuss
"Oriental Philosophy."
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at seven p. m. at the
community room of the Dees






Blouse, dress & pant
weights. 100% cotton
& blends, 45" wide.
97,f
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Now's your chance to sew new separates, dresses
and suits at much less than the usual cost. Pick
several solids and fancies. 60" wide, packable,
washable and iron-free. Clip your coupon now!
PRICE GOOD ONLY WITH THIS COUPON
97
TO




9" to 22" sizis metal
zippers. Many coldrs.
1/20












"something I helped a neighbor
with the past year." Seventeen
members were Present along
with one visitor, Mrs. Emma
Lou Shelby, who became a new
member
The making of foot stools was
discussed and reports were
given by the various chairmen.
Mrs. Louise Short led group
singing and sunshine friend
gifts were exchanged. The
members voted for sunshine
friends to only give two gifts
each year—for birthday and
Christmas.
The next regular meeting will
be held Wednesday, February
12, at ten a. m. at the thittday—by the library and view this
_ Inn. interesting and very attractive
display," a library spokesman
said.
AA getting more women
Town and Country
Homemakers Club will have a
workshop at the home of Donna
Story, 564 Olive, at 7:30 p. m.
Thursday, January 16
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will




Depression years from the late
1.920's through the 1930's. This
Mass, inade-in- the eelersof-
amber, grow, pink, blue, red,
yellow, white and crystal, was
made in quantity and sold or
given away as premiums during
the era known as the Depression
years.
At one time most all pieces of
this glass were easily found, but
today many of the major pat-
terns, especially the butter
dishes, are listed as scarce and
of increasing value.
Depression Glass has
emerged as an accepted
collectable in many of the better
known antique-collecting
worlds and has as many neg
collectors today as any other
field of antiques. The display at
the library gives an impressive
and accurate array of the most
collected patterns known in the
Depression Glass field and
presents a spectacular sight.
Mrs. Key has one of the
largest stocks of Depression
Glass in this area and sells
Depression Glass by mail order,
coast to coast, and to Alaska
and Canada.
"Everyone is invited to stop
SAN FRANCISCO
Women are joining Alcoholics
Anonymous in greater num-
bers than ever before.
Dr. John L. Norris, chair-
man of the AA's board of
trustees, said this week that
nearly one of every three new
members was a woman.
Norris told a news confer-
ence at the North American
Congress on Alcohol and Drug
Problems that there were two
reasons for this.
"First," he said, "is the in-
creasing raunber of articles in
women's literature on the sub-
ject and second is the change
in social customs. Availability
of alcohol at women's meet-
ings is now almost universal.
Only 25 years ago the accent-
ed drink at such meetings was
tea."
Norris said 28 per cent of
AA's current membership are
women but they accounted for
31 per cent of the organiza-





Shown In the top photo is a closeup of many of the butter dishes
of the Depression Glass collection of Mrs. Calvin Rey currently
being shown at the Calloway County Public library. la the bottom
photo are many of the other different pieces of the Depression








Professional Women's Club will
meet at the Murray Woman's
Club House at 6:30 p. m.
Women of Murray Moose
Lodge will meet at the lodge
hall at eight p. m. for the
business meeting with the
executive meeting at seven p.
rn.
The Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at two p.
m. ,selth Mesdames Laura
Jennings,'Carl Lockhart. E A.
Lundquist, and R. M. Miller
holiteissa.
The Janelle Doyle Group of
the First Baptist Church
Women will meet at the home of
Mrs. Van Waugh at 7:30 p. m.
Praise and New Song Con-
certs will be present at the
Maranatha Christian Center,
1112 Olive, Murray, at 7:30 p m
Admission is free.
Friday, January 17
Praise and New Song will be
presented in concert at the
Maranatha Christian Center,
1112 Olive, Murray, at 7:30 p m
with admission free.
Murray-Calloway County
Board of Realtors will meet at
Holiday Inn at 11:30 a m.
Saturday, January 18
Chapter M of PEO Sisterhood
will meet at the Thoroughbred
Room, Waterfield Student
Building, MSU, at 11:45 a m.




Vitamin C, heralded in the
last few years as effective in
combating the symptoms of
colds when consumed in
large doses. may be effec-
tive in in u c h smaller
amounts than previously
believed.
Dr. Terence W. Anderson..
an epidemiologist at the Uni-
versity of Toronto, reported
on the therapeutic value of
reduced dosages of Vitamin
C at a conference in New
York.
A 30 per cent reduction in
the severity of cold symp-
toms was reported among
persons • whd took only a
small amount of Vitamin C
— less than 250 milligrams a
day regularly and one gram
_..s...day rhea cold symptoms
  1w -reported,
nbun-IS of Vitarnin C
recommended by the Cana-
dian researcher represent
only a fraction of those
advocated by Dr. Linus Pant-
ing three years ago in his
hook "Vitamin C and the
Common Cold."
Monique fabrie0t-N





















60- wide, 100% washable acrylic, designer lengths. Luxurious thick long hair
furs in colors and natural tones. Perfect foil -chubby- vests or lackets.
.Make a fur collar to perk up a sweater or coat, Great also for 
decorator






Now as low Os
Many Other Fall Season
fabrics Now Included
I. Our Clearance Corner
'1.50 yd
FR( fUR PRSHR
60"wida, 100% washable acrylic, full
bolts Lush solid colors in a rich
luxurious pile Add a fun fur touch
to your wardrobe with a rest of
plushy .Pasha or brighten up your
apartment by covering your sofa
or bed. Terrific for accent pillows
tool






10o .m. to 8p..5
SATURDAY
10o.m. to 5:30
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Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
If you have a problem with a product you have
purchased, what can you do?
The first step is to contact the store where -'you
bought the item or the company that made it. But
if that doesn't work, what do you do?
To help consumers solve
their complaints quickly and
effectively, several industries
and associations have devel-
oped new complaint-handling
programs.
• Four industries— ap-
pliances. carpets and rugs,
furniture and automobiles—
have set up consumer action
panels (CAPs) to help con-
sumers who can't get their
complaints resolved by re-
tailers or manufacturers. If
you have such a complaint,
send all partinsztt4ata_4p b-
lem, name of manufacturer,
retail store, date of purchase,
and copies of all correspond-
ence concerning the matter)
to the CAP involved. Your
letter will be sent to the
manufacturer, and he will
have to inform the CAP of
Sensing The News
the action he has taken. If
you are net satisfied, the-
panel will render a derision._
ACAP (Major Appli-
ance. Consumer Action
Panel), 20 N. Wacker Dr.,
Chicago, III. 60606.
CRICAP (Carpet and
Rug Institute Consumer Ac-




'Pán1),1ix 9S1,-- High Point,
N.C. 27261.
,Autpr AP lutes local_and_
state panels organized under
the auspices of National Au-
tomobile Dealers Associa-
tion (NADA). There are 19
local AutoCAPs in operation.
To find out if there is one
in your area, contact your
state or local automobile
trade assoeiation or write--
NADA, 2000 K St.. NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20006.
• Council of Better Bus-
iness Bureaus has developed
a National Consumer Arbi-
tration Program under which
participating local Ms of-
fer free.arbitration to con-
sumers and businessmen. For
details, contact your local
Better Business Bureau or
Council of Better Business
Bureaus, 1150 17th St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.
• American >Arbitration
Association has also estab-
lished an arbitration program
to settle consumer disputes.
'The association has set up a
National Center for Dispute
Settlement, 1212 16th St.,
N.W., Washington-D.C.
20036, with regional centers:




Philadelphia Center for Dis-
pute Settlement
Witherspoon Building
Walnut & Juniper Sts.
Philadelphia, Pa 19/07
Rochester Center for Dis-
pute Settlement





San Francisco, Calif. 94108







It is a virtual certainty that when the new
Congress convenes in January a fresh at-
tempt will be made to pass a federal land use
control law.
Everyone who is concerned about the
safeguarding of property rights, which are
fundamental to personal liberties, should be
aware of how land use control legislation
undermines those rights.
A case in point is the land use control law in
force on-the California seacoast. I refer to the
coastal zone law passed by the initiative
system on Nov. 7. 1972, and referred to as
Proposition 20.
Under provisions of the California law, a
coastal land use control zone was established,
extending from Oregon to the Mexican bor-
der Within this zone, development, con-
struction or Modifications to property may
proceed only after a permit has been obtained
from one of six Regional Coastal Com-
missions.
The limitation of individual property rights
is clearly spelled out in this law which
declares that "the California Coastal Zone is
a distinct and valuable natural resource
belonging to all the people." There isn't any
provision in the law for compensation to
owners for expropriation of private property
rights. •
The coastal commissioners have operated
in a high-handed manner. In the case of one
property owner, who sought to erect a
building on a four acie pared of cbastal land.
the Commission denied use of the land for
housing. The Commission staff said that the
four acre tract might be used for a golf course
or a cattle ranch. It Ass bit diffIcult4obave a
'.Stie49751c44M-ftietill(41,411111riirellanffligitr
ranch.
Dr. M. Bruce Johnson, professor of
economics at the University of California,
Santa Barbara, has served on the Regional
Coastline Commission and outlined the ways
in which property rights have been un-
dermmed. In an article in Reason Magazine,
Prof. Johnson notes:
"The expropriation of private property
rights in this manner, the state-wide election
and public hearings notwithstanding, can
only be regarded as rank theft. Proposition 20
violates the spirit and the letter of the 5th
Amendment guarantee that private property
shall not be taken for public use without just
compensation.
"The Constitution was once-regarded as
both a guarantee of individual rights of action
and a limitation on the acts of the stateakThe
contemporary situation is almost the
reverse; under its police powers, the state has
arrogated to itself the right to do virtually
anything it pleases while individuals may act
only by permissioh. According to Proposition
20, 'the applicant individual land owner)
shall have the burden of proof on all issues.'
'Even if a case could be made for state
rather than individual resource allocation, I
find no grounds for expropriating citizens'
private property without just compensation.
Why doesn't the state buy the land it wishes to
use, modify, or preserve?
"The environmentalists' answer: 'The cost
of purchasing the land that society wants to
save is far greater than the amount society
can pay i.e., wants to pay). No doubt that is
correct, but it is also evident that society
gives higher ranking and priority to alter-
native uses of its public funds.
"In other words, the public wants the en-
vironmental preservation of private land, but
only if it is iree!"
What we find in California's Coastal Zone
Cuictirtfation Act is a Major violation of the'
etiostitutional rights of those individuals who
The Murray Ledger & Times
Editorials and articles contained on this
oacte are presented for the purpose of giving a
forum to, Inc eucnange of aitteriny
and ideas
Letters to the editor in response to
editorials and opinionated articles are en
couragecl The editors reserve the right to
condense or edit letters without changing Me
al tent of the letter, and the right to reiect any




which. in Our opinion, are not in the best in
terest of our readers
Whenever possible, all letters should be
typewritten and double spaced All letters
intended for Ptblication must bear the
signature of the writer
Consumer Comments
On Buying Gold
By Ed W. Hancock
Attorney General of Kentucky
We've entered the golden era; consumers
are allowed to buy and sell gold for the first
time in forty years. But federal agencies have
warned us: "Consumers may fitid that the
purchase of gold is more of a minefield than a
gold mine unless they are familiar with the
risks."
Consumers who rilay know little about gold
bullion and ingots are certainly susceptible to
any attempts by swindlers to take advantage
of the public's fascination with gold. As this
office has said before, "All that glitters is not
gold."
To decide if gold is in appropriate in-
vestment for you, consult a brokerage firm,
banker or financial advisor. And if you do
decide to buy gold, remember to read the sale
agreement thoroughly. If you don't un-
derstand it, don't sign it.
Be wary when agreeing to pay, in person or
through the mail, before receiving either the
merchandise or proof that the gold is being
._held on your behalf. Other states have
reported that several firms selling silver this
way went out of business and left unfilled
hundreds of thousands of
dollars.
Five federal agencies recently issued •
guidelines called -The Golden Rules,"
outlining some steps investors should take for
protection against fraud:
-Be wary of unsolicited correspondence or
calls from strangers offering to sell you gold;
-Be skeptical of promises of spectacular
profits. Ask yourself why you are being of-
fered this golden opportunity;
-Resist pressures to make hurried,
uniformed investment decisions:
-Be suspicious of claims of new, secret or
exotic processes to extract gold;
-Seek independent advice from a person
you trust and who is knowledgeable;
-Consider the risks in relation to your own
financial position and needs;
-Find out if the company has registered
with the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission or the Kentucky Department of
Banking and Securities;
-Attempt to determine the seller's mark-
up or how much it cost the seller to purchase
the gold;
-Ascertain what costs, in addition to the
quoted price of gold, are involved. You may
be required to pay a refining charge, assay
fees, commissions, shipping and storage fees,
insurance costs and sales tax;
-Demand a written guarantee concerning
weight and fineness or pureness;
-Attempt to make your purchases through
local, reputable firms;
-Find out when and how the gold will be
delivered and stored, including what security
precautions will be taken to ensure that your
gold isn't shaved or that counterfeit gold isn't
substituted:
-Ask whether the gold will be segregated
and stored in your name, not the seller's or
supplier's. Make sure you receive a written
receipt showing that the correct amount of
gold is being stored for your account by a
reputable concern;
-Ask whether there will be a ready market
for the gold in the form being offered to you.
You may have to pay to have your gold recast
into a different shape or size or tansported to
a distant market before you can sell it.
If you have a consumer complaint, contact
the Attorney General's Consumer Protection
Division, The Capitol, Frankfort, Kentucky.




WASHINGTON ( AP ) - The breakdown in
U.S.-Soviet trade has destroyed a foundation
stone of superpower detente and removed the
main American lever for pushing Moscow
toward better relations.
According to repeated statements by
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger, a
stable and relaxed Washington-Moscow
relationship had to be based on more than
mutual military terror.
A major start toward this goal came in June
1972 when Russian and American negotiators
signed an agreement that promised to lead to
the large and intricate commercial linkage
Kissinger wanted.
That promise was left shattered Tuesday
when Kissinger announced Moscow's renun-
ciation of the agreement because Congress
had insisted on making further trade depen-
dent on Moscow's relaxation of restrictions on
Russian Jewish emigration.
Kissinger was careful in his news con-
ference to say that the Soviet statements on
the trade breakdown showed no sign of a
wider political deterioration.
At the same time, American policy makers
clearly were worried in private discussions.
They said the United States now had little
more than military threats to use if Moscow
acted up
"If we can't offer them larger credits, or
threaten to cut back on credits, what are we by Carl Riblet Jr.
supposed to do, threaten them with force?" If you want,to know how to determine somebody's
asked one White House source, age, ask him Oho Calvin Coolidge was. If he knows,Even in his public presentation, Kissinger
he is at 50. •appeared to move toward a stronger line than
he has used recently toward Moscow
speaking of possible tougher Russian be-
havior.
Should the Soviet rejection of the trade bill
"heralds period of intensified pressure ... the
United States would resist with great deter-
mination," he said.
Kissinger also said he would work to
remove the objections that brought Russian
ire and "pursue the policy of relaxation of tem
sions and ... improve relationships leading to
a stable peace."
Whether this can be done is doubtful in the
minds of some US. policymakers, at least in
the near future. They indicated that Kissinger
probably will let the situation sit for quite a
while before seeking congressional reversal
of its stand on Jewish emigration.
He wants the trade development to sink in
on both Congress and the American people in
hopes of convincing them now that his policy







By F.J.L. Blasingarne, MD.
-
Some toys can be dangerous --
an important fact to be kept in
mind when shopping.
Toy-related accidents have
been reduced in frequency from
the .imated 700,000 annually in
the late 1960s. Such accidents
continue to occur at a high rate
despite the federal Child Protec-
tion Toy Safety Act, which
became effective in 1970.
They toy market is booming at
S5 billion per year. Buyers
should be alert to the fact that
many dangerous toys continue
on the market.
Watch for certain hazards.
Some can be listed' as follows:
-- Cutting Edges. These may
be related to the design tithe toy
or to a sharp, ragged edge of a
plastic or metal part Wooden
toys may have splinters or
protruding nails. Does the
stuffed animal have sharp
claws? Before buying a toy,
watch for such potentially un-
desirable features by picking it
up and handling it.
-- Moving Parts Will they
catch a finger and cut or pinch
it? Watch for springs that com-
__press and could crush a hand or
toe. Moving gears and chains
be covered by safety
guards.
-- Sturdiness. Will the plastic
or other material break easily?
Will small parts come off?
Children can put such pieces in
their mouths and swallow them
or inhale them into the windpipe.
-- Powered Toys Shooting toys
-- whether a B-B gun, a rocket, a
bow and arrow, or a toy cannon
-- are potentially hazardous, The
National Society for the Preven-
tion of Blindness reports that
about 100 young persons per day
experience eye injuries from
toys. Electrical toys may shock
or burn. Some are poorly wired.
-
When there are several
children of different ages in a
home, limp in mind whether a
toy (or one child may be danger-
ous for another. The age and in-..
terests of a child must be kept in
mind us buying a toy.
Q. Mr. C.H. is concerned
because he passes much more
urine on some days than on
others and wants to know
whether this condition is normal
A. The question is often asked.
The amount of urine passed
each day can vary markedly
and be normal. The volume of
urine is influenced by many fac-
tors -- the amount of fluids con-
sumed, the fluid loss by sweat or
from the breath, and the nature
of your diet on a particular day.
An examination by yotu physi-
cian, including a urine analysis,
should be done.
Q. Mr. FLB. asks if "shingles" is
a contagious drease 
A. Yes - mildly so. The cause
is a virus. It is likely present
many times without any
manifestation of a typical acute
episode, Mild cases may account
for some of our unexplained
aches and pains. When present-
in an adult, a case of "shingles"
(herpes Blaster) may flare up,
without any certainty of ex-
posure to another acute case,
and is viewed by medical
authorities as a possible
manifestation of a lowered resis-
tance on the part of the victim,
who may have the beginning of
some other debilitating condition
not yet apparent. Therefore,
such acute cases, when they
have subsided, warrant a com-




The Lord taketh pleasure in them that fear him, in
those that hope hope in his mercy. Psalm 147:11.
We do not break moral laws we only break our own
lives when we lie or cheat or steal. We find healing
whenever we get back in line.
New Congressmen
Differ From Old
WASHINGTON AP) - Pity the freshman
congressmen, the new kids on the block, as
they learn the ropes at the beginning of the
94th Congress.
Statistics show they are different from their
more experienced colleagues who are old
hands at this business of being a U.S.
representative.
-They are a bit better educated than the in--
curnbents.
-They had to fight somewhat harder to win
the opportunity to sit on the crowded House
floor today and listen to President Ford's
State of the Union address and wrestle for the
next two years with the nation's problems.
-They are younger, the apparent lot of
freshmen everywhere.
-There are more women, proporthihately,
among the freshmen than the rest of the
Congress.
-And they are less likely lobe married.
These differences between the new mem-
brs of the 94th Congress and the old hands
emerged from an Associated Press corn-
puterized study of the Congress.
There are 9S f5 e.,taia_n among the 435 House
--w---werubeciii- au increase aver twee* mars. Sev-
tr. bail: lariWw9iy-up: iAitI 1t 1.7,-
Hopefully, the American people will
familiarize themselves with Proposition 20
and learn from it. It would be tragic if a
federal land use control law were passed that
extended expropriation of property rights to
all 50 states.
are Republicans.
Only .10 per cent of the new congressmen
don't have a college degree. Fourt8en per
cent of thegLicumbents didn't finish college.
The incumbents have more Law degrees --
53 per cent have the degree, while only 45 per
cent of the freshmen have legal training.
But when all advanced degrees are tallied,
the freshmen hold a slight edge with 68 per
cent having advanced degrees compared to
the incumbents' 65 per cent.
The incumbents had a much easier go of it
in winning reelection than the freshmen. In-
cumbents were so popular they averaged
about 60 per cent of the popular vote. Forty-
seven of them didn't even draw opposition.
But the freshmen were nip and tuck in their
election battles, averaging only 54 per cent of
the popular vote.
The experienced congressmen have an
average age of 52. The freshmen average
about 39. One-third of the freshmen are under
35, although their ages range from 25 years
old to 64. The youngest incumbent is 30, the
oldest 82. Only 10 per cent of the incumbents
are over 65.
The freshmen have twice as many women
members as the incumbents, proportionately
There are six women in the new group of
congressmen, or 7 per cent women. There are
12 women among the incumbent
congre.ssmen. or 3.5 per cent.
The experienced congressmen are a bit
trate m.e.rtomi apar Mx of t.tw
incumbents -versus '81 per dent of the fresh-
men
Data for the study was gathered from of-
ficial biographies or biographical information
supplied by the congressmen's staff mem-
bers
Isn't It The Truth
ears Ago TiiWa
Larry Myers, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Myers,
has been awarded the Navy Unit Commendation
Medal for service on the USS Consolation with the
Seventh Fleet in the Far East.
Herbert Brooks was presented the Kiwanis Club
"Man of the Year" plaque at the meeting of the club
held last night.
"Sigma Capers," special production by the Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's Club, opened
last night at the Murray High School auditorium.
Lochie Landolt and Lois Keller are co-chairmen of
the show with Chuck Simons and his Combo fur-
nishing the music.
Jack Meloan, age 54, died yesterday at Bowling
Green.
Kirksey beat Hazel and Lynn Grove beat New
Concord in the semi-finals of the Grade School
Basketball Tournament held last night at the
Calloway County High School gym.
20 Years Ago Today
New officers of the Murray State•College Alumni
Association are James H. Phillips, Clinton,
president, and Rex Alexander, Murray, vice-
president, according to M. 0. Wrather, MSC Alumni
secretary.
In basketball games last night Dale Alexander hit
for 38 points for Murray High School as they beat
Bowling Green 69 to 39; Gene Mathis hit kir 44 points
for New Concord as they beat Farmington 97 to 54,
Wilkins got 26 points for Brewers as they beat
Murray Training 68 to 52.
Rose Marie Dyer and Norma Jean Cum of Murray
Woodmen Circle Junior Grove No. 9 received special
attend'ance recognition awards for 1954.
Assets of the Bank 'of Murray are listed as
$9,476,481.54 in their published statement it the close
of business on December 31, 1954.
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 COLD WEATHER FOOD BUYS
11. THAT SPELL SIAlll-111-11111s_t_S-S---
MARKETSUPER
512 So 12th Murray, Ky.
We Reserve The Right to Limit Quantities





Mon.-Thurs.-7 a. m.-8 p. m.
Fri. IL Sat.-7 a. p, m,














































FOOD  l6 oz. 3/494
Betty Crocker Hamburger
HELPER  6-oz.





CHEESE FOOD 2 lb $1 29








  46-oz. 494
„ .. 14 oz. 594
CRACKERS 1ib.53"E GFreshil 2
lb 3 lbRICHT EXTh"teningMI MO
— Produce —








Johnsons Coupon 123 i
Fol9er s
COFFEE it 994
with this coupon. One coupon per tanuty. Coupon I
'Vire' Jan. 18, 1975
  10 lb 79'
Corn Oil
— Frozen Foods —






















  8-oz. 29'
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Murray High Goes To 5-4 For
Season By Smashing Sedalia
- -
- 411414.-1:911-  ....able •be and at was --soplawialte-gfrited—leatrflie -Men- Tan MTh sonie-Ledger & Times Sports Editor _thus poats 16-4 to move out to a Raymond Sims who had bun-A 14-point win over a ti..arn awn -bulge as junior forward
that's won only one game all David Frank netted two charityear doesn't seem very im- tnsses at the 2:54 mark of thepressive does it"
So much for first thoughts!
Looking at times like one of
the best teams in the First
Region, the Murray High Tigers
roared to a big lead and coasted
on to an 80-66 road win over
Sedalia Tuesday night.
Coming into the contest.
Sedalia had only a 1-12 record.
And it didn't take very long to
realize that after the game, the
Lions would be 1-13.
Striking quickly, the Tigers
played a cat and mouse game
with the Lions and actually had
an easier time than the final
score might indicate.
_ For Murray High Coach Bob
Toon, the contest ended in the
achievement of a goal.
The Tigers opened the season
by losing their first four games,
before finally ending the skid by
nipping Symsonia 53-50.
At that time, Toon and his
team decided the balance of the
mason decided on the next four
games. If the Tigers could take
a 5-4 'multi into their January
17 game at Mayfield, then it was
likely a successful season was
in store.
And that's just what the
Tigers have done. The win over
Sedalia was the fifth straight
win and Murray High will carry
a winning record into their
Friday battle with May-field.
"We'll have to play our best
game of the year to beat
Mayfield," Toon said.
"I still think we haven't
played it yet. We should im-
prove more as the players on
the bench get more of a chance
to work together."
The players on the bench got
their chance at Sedalia.
In the third quarter, with the
Tigers leading by as much as 20
points, Toon had several
reserves in the game.
Murray never did trail,
jumping tea 4-0 lead in the first
period and leading 16-6 at the
end of the first period.
Leading 2143, the Tigers hit a
second period.
Then in the final minute, with
Murray ahead 32-21, Bob Wilder
hit a 10-footer and senior for-
ward Phil Miller hit two long
shots and the Tigers led 38-21 at
intermission.
Wilder, a 6-6 junior, was in
foul trouble much of the first
half and played only a couple of
minutes in the second half. He
finished the game with just two
points.
"We played real fine the first
half. We were able to hit the
open men with our passing."
The man running the passing
gamblems when Sedalia slapped
dies of assists in the game. on a press. And by. the end of the
Time after time, Sims would quarter, the Tigers led just 55-
fire a bullet pass under the 42.
basket and hit either Frank or The Lions scored the first
Miller with a "cripple." basket of the last canto and cut
Several times in the third the gap to 11 but then the Tigers
period, with Wilder out of the ripped in eight consecutive
game, Sedalia cut into the points and moved out to a
Murray High lead. comfortable 63-44 cushion.
"I thought they called" the Bob Cavitt finished the
game a little tight on Wilder," contest with 22 points to pace
Toon said. the Lions while Scotty McAlpin
"I don't know why." added 16 and Forrester came
Toon wasn't alone in his off the bench to chip in with 15.
thinking as it looked like Miller, hitting about
somebody was trying to get rid everything he shot from out-
of Wilder in a hurry as several side, scored 22 in a super per-
fouls were called that normally formance while Sims added 20
wouldn't have been fouls, in his best game of the season.
C.-Lasting along with a 48-28 Frank, also playing his best
Injuries Don't Prove
Very CostlyJo Denve
DENVER (AP) - A series of
nagging injuries failed to pre-
vent the Denver Nuggets from
posting their 23rd straight
American Basketball Associ-
ation victory at home Tuesday
night.
The streaking Nuggets, play-
ing without veteran guard
Mack Calvin, got standout per-
formances from a pair of
youngsters in rolling over the
Kentucky Colonels 118-99.
The victory, before a record
home crowd of 7,428, gave Den-
ver a 36-6 mark and a com-
manding 1242-game lead over
runner-up San Antonio in the
Western Division of the ABA.
No other ABA teams were in
action Tuesday night. On
Wednesday night, Denver trav-
els to San Diego, Kentucky
plays Virginia in Norfolk, St.
Louis is at Memphis, New York
at Indiana and Utah at San An-
tonio.
Second-year pro Mite Green
tossed in 27 points and rookie
Jan van Breda Kolff added a
career-high 19 for_Deiiver.
which hasn't lost on Its home
floor all season.
Green, a doubtful starter be-
cause of an ankle injury, led
both teams in scoring despite
playing only 30 minutes.
Calvin. missing from the
Denver line-up since Jan. 3
with an injured finger, and re-
serve Pat McFarland, who has
a twisted ankle, did not see ac-
tion against the Colonels. Byron
Beck was hampered by a swol-
len eye, but still scored 13
points.
Van Breda Kolff, son of New
Orleans Jazz Coach Bill van
Breda Kolff, had his best night
as a pro on both ends of the
court.
He scored 11 of his points in
the first quarter as Denver
spurted to a 29-14 lead late in
the period.
"Ever since I've been a pro,"
the 6-(oot-8 rookie from Van-
derbilt said, "I've been trying







NSlice Of Quality American Cheese Melted
Between Two Beef Patties
aServed On Individually Toasted bun
•Dressed With Pickles, Mustard, Ketchup,
And Onions
Murray Store Only
Buy 1 Get 1
FREE!
Limit 1 per C4tomer
Tonight I felt I accoraginalied
that." - - --
Nuggets' Coach Larry Brilwn
said it was obvious that van
Breda Kolff "was doing what
we expect of him. What wasn't
so obvious was the excellent de-
fensive job on Louie Dampier.-
Dampier was held to 13 points
by Denver's Ralph Simpson,
who finished with 18 himself.
Fatty Taylor also had 18 for
the Nuggets.
Dan Wel, held to four points
in the first half, led the -Colo-
nels with 25 points, and Bird
Averitt had 19.
The loss, only the Colonels'
third in the last 15 games,
dropped them one-half game
behind first-place New York in
the ABA East.
High School Scores
Adur Count) 73. Russell County 50
Allen County-Scottsville 73, Oisagovir 66
Aahland N, Boyd County 47
Ashland Holy Font* Si, Rand 40 (OM'
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Auburn 9i, Ft Ciampbell 71
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Final January Clearance Sale



















Court Square - Murray
All Sales Cash & Final
No Alternations
All Suits & Boy's Dept.
Sport Coats 1/














fensive boards along with Miller.
and scoring on numerous tips
and feed passes from Sims,
added 19.
In the rebounding depart-
ment, with Wilder out most of
the game, the Tigers had a slim
33-27 edge. Miller had 11, Frank
nine and Hudspeth eight.
The preliminary game found
Murray coasting to an easy 70-
39 win.
Big Andrea Perry came off
the bench in the second period
and finished with a game high
22 points while Keith Tabers
tossed in . 16. Other scoring in-
cludedRiehie Richardson 9, Bill
McHugh 7, Donnie Williams 6,
Brett Harcourt 5, Lindy Suites' 4
and Barry Wells 2.
The "B" team will not play
Friday night at Mayfield as the
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16 22 17 25-00
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St. Mary High School made a
clean sweep Tuesday evening
by defeating the host Marshall
County Marshalls in three
games, winning the girls var-
sity 56-29, the junior varsity 49-
42 and finally, slamming the
varsity 81-52.
In a surprisingly quick first
period, the Vikings started off
victory number 11 by outscoring
the Marshalls by a 2-1 margin.
The first quarter, as well as
the rest of the game, was
blessed with few fouls. In the
first period, only three fouls
were called, two against
Marshall County and one
against the Vikings. .
At the end of the quarter, St.
Mary led 164
The second quarter opened
with John Weglicki popping a
10-footer, giving the Viking a 10-
Point spread.
The ball was returned to the
Marshall end of the floor where
hands flew up to retrieve a
missed shot and George Phelps
tipped in the score for the
Marshalls, again trimming the
Viking lead to just eight points.
The team's leading point
getters, Gene Roof of St. Mary
and Dale Lovett of Marshall
County, battled it down to the
last second of the half, which
ended as Rick Cochran fired a
15-footer in for the Vikings,
leaving the Marshalls trailing
36-18.
The third period opened with
a bucket by Weglicki. The
Marshalls took the ball against
a strong press employed by St.
Mary and David Reed passed
off to Dale Lovett, alone ,in the
corner, and he fired in a two-
81-52
Mary
were quickly outscored 10-3 and
the Vikings held a comfortable
77-46 lead.
McGregor hit four points as
the Vikings were scoring four
and then Bobby Smith scored
two for the last Marshall County
points as the Vikings' sword
came down on the Marshalls for
the third time of the evening.
Roof paced the scoring attack
for the Vikings with 25 points
while Rick Cochran added 20
While Weglicki and Russ
Cochran each scored 10.
Lovett scored 16 for the
Marshalls while McGregor
added 14 points.• -- •
The Marshalls, now 3-7 for the
Pointer ' • will play at Reidlanef--
The Vikings then gained a 20-
point spread with' Roof making
the basket. The Marshalls never
came any closer than 16 points
in the third quarter, which
ended with St. Mary leading 54-
38 as Rosa and McGregor hit
consecutive baskets in a
Marshall point flurry.
Trailing 67-43, the Marshalls
Friday.
St. Mary 16 20 18
Marshall 8 10 20 14-52
St. Mary 81 i-Roof 25, Rick
Cochran 20, Russ Cochran 10,
Weglicki 10, Vinson 8, Halicks 4
and Lansing' 4.
Marshall I 521-Lovett 16,
McGregor 14, Rosa 8, Phelps 8,
Smith 4, Reed 2 and Mathis 2.
ONE SIZE SALE
Save now on tires
for your Colt, Gremlin,





- Power Streak "78"
Here's your chance to get polyester cord Goodyear tires
at substantial savings. For three days only. This B78-13
Power Streak "78" is tubeless, bias-ply construction -
with a dependable, road-holding 6-rib tread. Tire up
now! Whitewalls slightly more in most sizes.
Everyday Regular Prices On These Sizes




$1.79 F.E T. and old tire
For models of Chevy, Chrysler,
Dodge, Ford, Plymouth. Pontiac
and many others
$25
178-14 & 178-15 Blackwell plus
$2 40 to $2.45 F E T and old tire




578-14 & 578.15 Blackwell plus
$25610 $2 60 F.E.T and old tire
Sale ends Wed. night
C's?)
$3495
See Our Professionals for First Class Auto Service




Add $4 for a cyl., $2 for air coed
• With electronic equipment
our professionals fine-tune
your engine, installing new
points. plugs & condenser
• Helps maintain a smooth
running engine for maximum
gas mileage • includes
Datsun. Toyota. VW
Up to 5 ets of major
tined multiande oti
• Cortiplete chassis lubri•
cation & oil change
• Helps ensure longer
wearing parts & smooth.
quiet per4ormance
• Phone for appointment
$1095
Most U.S., some import cars -
parts extra only If ended
• Complete analysis & alignment
correctionlo increase tire
mileage and improve steering
safety • Precision equipment
used by experienced profes-





. _ . ...... -.. . . . • .
• par D4rt nrifianir V-4414 4144 •Master Marge • ts,Lt..arint 4 Seltrntaa rapist Shoo, Card • G..,' f. Illinefre : erniiticia' '-----'-------
6 14*2c to Pay at Goodyear
South 12th & Glendale
Mon. & Fri.
Phone 753-0595





























































Game. _TA Coast Over Cuba _
By-STEVE Itr. GIVENS'
Ledger &Times Sports Writer
Jack Frost does not keep a
regular schedule, pay income
taxes, or even live in Calloway
County...but something or
someone "with his chilling
characteristics was active in
Jeffery Gymnasium last night.
Perhaps fans from the host
Calloway County takers knew,
Os- someone let the Cuba Cubs'
fans in on the secret, but
nevertheless, one of the
smallest crowds in several
seasons saw the Lakers slap the
Cubs, 66-43.
The reasons Frost was a
suspect are numerous:
-Outside it was well below
freezing temperature, but
nothing like the rim of the
basket for the visitors in the
first quarter when they
collected just seven points.
-After CCHS had spurted to
that advantage, it managed
only five more points In the next
three minutes before finding the
range for a 36-19 halftime edge.
During opening minutes of the
third canto, the Cubs poured
through 10 points to just two for
the Lakers to rally within 53-40
as CCHS managed a mere pair
of free throws anal 508 showed.
Regardless, Coach David
King improved his seasonal
rrjj goi Oinking
time from several of his
reserves as 6-9 senio, center
James Wells took frequent rests
during the action.
Wells was far from absent,
however, as he managed 13
points and closed off most of the
inside shots for Cuba High, now
4-11.
The Cubs had their only ad-
vantage of the contest when 6-2
guard Jimmy Wiggins dropped
one of two free throws with
7:37 left in the first period. But
it took the Lakers some time to
slip away as Mark Miller
canned a 15-foot shot and then
Wells hits lay-up with 5:59 left
to provide OCHS with a 4-1 edge.
David Thorne got the Leiters
loose when he fought inside for a
lay-up and then sandwiched a
10-foot shot around a jumper by
substitute CCHS guard Mike
Wells. Thorne was fouled on the
shot, which made it 14-5, and got
the free throw to provide
breathing room.
Wiggins hit Cuba's final two-
pointer of the period when he
fakes Wells out of the way and
scored on a jumper off the back-
board with 30 seconds showing
that made it 19-7.
Coach Louis Sims saw his -
team outpoint the hosts 8-6
during the next few minutes and
the Cubs were dowi only 25-14
when Wells picked up his third
foul with 2:39 left in the hall.
But everything turned cold for
CHS as it only managed two
more points the remainder of
the canto!
Thorne, meanwhile, added
four markers, while Miller
dropped in a free throw and a
beautiful hook shot after he
faked his man out of position.
Tommy Futrell, the Lakers'
shifty and deadly guard, con-
tributed several key assists
during the first half, par-
ticularly one just before the
halftime buzzer to Miller who
made it 36-19.
Both squads came out of the
dressing room cold as Wells put
back a rebound of his younger
brother's shot with 5:19 left in
the canto for the first tally of the
second half.
Wiggins connected on both
ends of a trip to the line seconds
later to make it 38-21, but
Thorne made a trip downcourt
to void the points. Futrell stole
the ball at midcourt and blasted
down the lane untouched for a
lay-up before the Cubs called
for time.
Evidently, something on the
court had displeased Coach
Sims of CHS as he immediately
began talking to one of the game
officials. lirstl Art "[paired
repeated modal** New back
towards his players sad the
other official slapped a
technical on the Cub bead
mentor.
Cuba lost a point on the ex-
change of words as Futrell
canned the free shot with 3:21
left, but 6-0 forward Jeff Clinard
broke through the Lakers' man-
to-man defense a minute later
for an easy score to cut the
margin.
The Cubs got four quick points
near the end of the period when
Wiggins drew a foul and hit both
shots then grabbed a Laker
missed shot and hustled
dOwncourt for a 15-foot shot.
Then CHS had the spark it
needed as Wiggins canned
another long shot which made it
51-30 before 6-0 guard Terri,
Edwards hit a basket and
Clinard pumped in a jumper.
After another pair of free
throws, Cuba got four more
points oh back-to-back scores
by Wiggins and suddenly, the
Cubs trailed only 53-37.
_Mike Clinard, a 6-0, guard,
tallied next on a lay-up and hit
the free throw, which followed
after he was fouled on the shot,
with 5:15 remaining in the
action.








Because their dogs love it.
(And it costs less!)
It's happening everywhere Jim Dandy Dog Ration
is sold. Dog owners of all kinds of breeds are
switching from national brands like Purina Dog -
Chow, Chuck Wagon and Gravy Train to Jim Dandy
Complete Dog Ration, it's every bit as nutritious.
And their dogs ate loving it! -
So are the dog dwners. Because Jim Dandy Dog




Ration costs less. So much so. that you'll get weeks
and weeks of extra feeding each year.
Now's the time to join the thousands who've made
the switch to Jim Dandy Dog Ration. Your dog
will love it. And the money you save will give you
weeks and weeks .of extra feeding each year. Pick up












weeks and weeks of
dog food bills a year.
This offer expires
May IS, 1915
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green-clad visitors when the
shortest Cub starter, 5-10 Ricky
Walker, blocked a shot by Greg
Byers of Calloway. Byers was
fouled but missed the first shot.
before making the second effort
to end the Laker scoring
drought. Walker picked up two
points to make it 5542, but he
fouled out attempting to steal
the ball from Mike Wells with
4:06 showing.
Disaster struck the Cubs
again the next trip downcourt
after James Wells had tipped in
a missed shot and Mike West
fouled the 6-9 CCHS center. With
two of their regulars on the
sidelines, the visitors were no
match for Calloway, who then
turned on the steam.
Williams added a lay-up and
then Miller slapped one in from
the other side of the lane to push
the Calloway edge to its widest
margin, 62-42, of the second
half.
Wells hit a tip-in with 40
seconds remaining before
collecting his fifth personal with
just nine seconds left in the
action. Reserve Greg Byers and
Futrell added CCHS's final two
markers as each connected on
free throws in the final seconds.
Coach King's squad gets -
rest this weekend before_
meeting strong Fourth District
rival Marshall County at home
on Jan. 21 in what could be a
preview of future tournament
action for area fans.
Calloway Co.21 15 15 15-66
Cuba 7 12 9 15-43
Calloway County-166) Miller
15, J. Wells 13, Futrell 11,
Thorne 10, Williams 8, M. Wells
8, Beane 2, Byers 1.
Cuba-143) Wiggins 23, J.
Clinard 10, M. Clinard 3, Walker
3, Edwards 2, West 2.
Area Cage Scores
Ballard Memorial 74 -Fulton
City 62
Calloway County 66 Cuba 43
Carlisle County 72 Hickman
County 52
Farmington 82 Fancy Farm 56
Fulton County 89 Wing° 85
(overtime
Heath 65 Reidland 621 wild fight
between fans, coaches and
players stopped game for 30
minutes)
Lowes 80 Syrnsonia 71
St. Mary 81 Marshall County 52
Murray High 84) Sedalia 66
Christian County 76 Trigg
County 75 (overtime'
.
NEW YORK - Muhammad
All, who regained the heavy-
weight boxing title by knocking
out George Foreman in Octo-
ber, won the Hickok Award as
the Professional Athlete of the
Year of 1974, with home run




PHOENIX AP) - Walt
"Clyde" Frazier, the New York
Knicks' imperturbable guard,
came out the biggest winner in
the 25th National Ras  tball
Association All-Star Game.
Not only did he receive the
game's Most Valuable Player
award for scoring 30 points and
leading the East to a 108-102
upset victory over the West
Tuesday night, but he collected
$500.25 ... 25 cents more than
any other member of the win-
ning team.
The extra quarter was the re-
sult of a "fun bet" Frazier had.
made prior to the game with
the East's 12-year-old ballboy.
The youngster thought the
West was going to win and he
put up his money against Fra-
zier's. And after the game Era-
ter was just as willing to take
it, after some friendly razzing
with the youngster.
This was the second of Fra-
zier's two consecutive brilliant
games at Veteran's Memorial
Coliseum, where a record
crowd of 12,885 turned out for
the glittering, nationally tele-
vised All-Star Game.
Only last Saturday, in the.
Knicks' final game prior to the
All-Star break, Frazier con-
nected for 43 points - one
short of his career high -
against the Phoenix Suns.
The 30 points against the
West, on 10-of-17 shooting from
the floor and 10 of 11 from the
free throw line, earned him his
first MVP honor in his sixth
consecutive All-Star start.
In the MVP balloting, he re-
ceived 48,1 points, one voter
splitting his choice between
Frazier and Kansas City-
Omaha's Nate Archibald, the
West's leading scorer with 27
points. Archibald wound up
with 1s votes and his West
teammates Rick Barry of Gold-
en State and Sidney Wicks of
Portland had one eaCh.
Barry scored 22 points and
had game-high figures of eight
steals and eight assists while
Wicks, playing more than ex-
pected because starter Spencer
Haywood was suffering from
the flu and was forced to the
sidelines early in the third
quarter, finished with 16 points.
(MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES)
POIT
Clyde Frazier Scores
30, East Edges West
In addition to the play of Fra-
zier and Boston's John Hayti-
cek, who chipped in with 16
points, the East's ability to con-
tain the West's big men was a
major factor in its 16th victory
against nine losses in the
series.
The West's three centers -
7 fitot-31,2 Kareem Abdul-
Jabber, 6-11 Bob Lanier and 6-10
Sam Lacey -combined for only
15 points. Lanier, the MVP in
last year's 134-123 victory at
Seattle, where he scored 24
apoints, managed only two this
time.
Each member of the losing -
West received $300.
- Prior to the game, NBA Coin-
-missioner Walter Kennedy an-
.nounced the league would con-
tinue with its present line-up of
18 teams for next season in-
stead of expanding to Toronto,
as had been planned.
He said, however, the NBA's
Board of Governors had de-
cided that when expansion next
College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Vermont 69, Massachusetts 65
Princeton 59, Temple 48 ,
Duquesne 96, St. Bonaventure
91 -
St. John's, N.Y. 100, Rhode
Wand 75
Bucknell 78, Cornell 63
SOUTH ---- -
Memphis St. 138, Buffalo St.
92
Marshall 77, Howard 68
S. Caro. St. 78, Benedict 77
Randolph-Macon 103, George
Mason 80
Wash. & Lee 76, Emory &
Henry 51
W. Maryland 70, Johns Hop-
kins 62
MIDWEST
Marquette 69, S. Carolina 60
Chicago Loyola 97, Iowa Wes-
leyan 5,J
SOUTHWEST
N. Texas 69. Bradley 64
Howard Payne 74, Texas A&I
63
FAR WEST
Denver 98, Wyoming 82
Air Force 51, S. Colorado 43
Grand Canyon 84, N. Arizona
74
occurs, Toronto will be the first
team admitted. Expansion for
next season, he added, was put
off because no group or individ-
ual formally had applied for
the franchise, nor had the re-
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Insulation. It blocks the flow of
heat from your home. Cutting
heat costs. by as much as 50 per-
.cent, insulation pays for itself in.
three or four winters, maybe even
less time since heating costs are
up. It's just too valuable a con-
:401 Olive
server of energy to be without any
longer.
Ask us for a free copy of the
booklet Insulate for Savings and
Comfort. Learn all about the ad-
vantages of insulation. Then get
it for your home. You'll be warmer









SIGNS SCHOLARSHIP—Steve Porter of the Murray High Tigers signs a scholarship to play
football at the University of Tennessee. In the picture from left to right are Tiger assistant coach
Mark Brady, Mrs. William Porter, Emily Porter and Tiger head roach John Mina. Mr. Porter was in
Florida at a convention at the time of the signing.
ifi_taff Plietes_%, Mike Brandon )
PRESENT FOR SIGNING—Tennessee head coeds BM Battle (left) and assistant coach GeneDeFillippo were present Monday night at the William Porter home when Steve Porter of MurrayHigh signed a scholarship to play football at Tennessee.
Steve Porter Signs Football
Scholarship With Tennessee
Steve Porter, a member of the
Murray High Tiger football
team since his freshman year,
has signed a scholarship to the
University of Tennessee.
Porter, a 6-4, 240-pound
tackle, signed the scholarship at
his borne Monday night with a
handful of honored guests being
nessee, leaving the Vols only
three more scholarships to fill.
Tennessee had been scouting
Porter since his junior year in
high school.
We are extremely happy to
have him at Tennessee." Battle
said.
-Not only is he an outstanding
present. football player but he is a good
. Present for the event were student arid has great leader-
.. Volunteer head Coach Bill ship ability.
Battle and assistant coach Gene "We feel that he has a great
at Tennessee. The thing
With the signing, Porter that most impresses me about
becomes the 27th football player Steve is the fact he has so much
to ink, a scholarship at Ten- speed to go along with his great
4
 Thermo or Regular
Tube Socks. Reg. S'125
One Sire m„ft, AM
flea WS6644 tS a L. Yew MASTER CIttnivs.
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size," Battle added.
Porter will probably be used
primarily as a defensive tackle.
Battle said.
The lids have one defensive
tackle returning and have
another letterman and after
those two, they will have to
depend upon their recruits.
Porter is the third defensive
tackle signed by Tennessee.
liked the coaches and the
players at Tennessee and
acedernic.ally, -it:44 fine school -
said Porter, who plans to major
in business and minor in
political science.
Besides playing his senior
year for the Class A state
champions, Porter has already
reaped a bundle of post-season
honors.
He was named to the First
Team All-WKC, First Team All-
state and co-captain by United
Press International, First Team
All-State by the Courier-
Journal, First Team Ail-State
by Associated Press, First
Team Mid-South by the
Memphis Press Semitar and
First Team All-South, which
includes the entire southern
part of the United States.
Porter becomes the second
member of the Tigers to sign as
quarterback Wes Furgerson




By The Associated Press
Jim Riven scored 21 points to
lead Transylvania in a 94-74
basketball romp over visiting
Centre
In other Kentucky college
basketball Tuesday night, three
players put in 20 points or more
to lead Berea to a 100-94 win
over Mount Marty, and Frank-
lin College helthoff Bellarmine
74-68 at Franklin, bid.
At Lexington, Centre got
within two points, 25-23, with
8:00 left in the first half, but
Transy poured in 18 of the next
20 points and took a secure 49-
31 halftime lead over the Dan-
ville. Ky.. visitors.
Transylvania, now 9-4, shot
45.6 per cent from the field to
Centre's 40.3. Centre. now 3-6,
was led by John Darnell with a
game-high 22„ points'.
At Berea, Charlie Turner
fired in 26 points and grabbed
20 rebounds to lead the home
team Jerry liarris added 22
points and Gary Ferguson 20 as
Berea took an 18-point halftime
lead. 50-32, and never trailed
McGuire And Warriors
Putl)n  _Show FOVCIOWd
!ERE O'BRIEN. —
AP Sports Writer
MILWAUKEE (AP) ,-- He
kicked a chair, He cajoled his
players. He pleaded with the of-
ficials. And he had the Mil-
waukee Arena capacity crowd
of 10,938 in an uproar.
But all Coach Al McGuire
really had to do was tell his
other Marquette University
basketball players to feed Bo
- Ellis.
Ellis poured in 14 of his 21
points in the second half, most
of them at crucial junctures, to
lead the 12th-ranked Warriors
to a 69-60 victory over No. 20
South Carolina Tuesday night
and give Al the rubber match
in the running battle of the
McGuires.
"No, Al didn't show us any-
thing we hadn't seen before. He
just has another good team, a
very quick one with very good
balance and a good bench,"
said South Carolina Coach
Frank McGuire, who coached
Al at St. John's, N.Y., Univer-
sity a quarter century ago.
Al McGuire, while no longer
a kid, was sufficiently charged
by coaching against his former
tutor that he leaped to his feet,
whirled and kicked his chair. It
happened midway through the
first half, when the Gamecocks
were encroaching on what had
been an eight point Marquette
lead.
Marquette built its lead to ill
points two minutes before half-
time. then saw it cut to 34-32
early in the second half. Ellis,
however, countered with five
straight points.
The Gamecocks responded
with what proved to be their fi-
nal threat, closing to within 49-
48 behind the outside shooting
of Nate Davis and the inside
work of 6-foot-9 Tommy Bos-
well.
But Warriors Earl Tatum,
Lloyd Walton and freshman
Butch Lee hit successive bas-
kets. A layup and two free
throws by Lee, who scored 14
points, made it 61-52 with 5:08
left. Marquette protected • its
lead by running delay patterns
and sinking free throws.
The Marquette-South Carolina
game was the highlight of a
light college basketball night.
No other ranked teams were in
act ion .
Elsewhere, Duquesne beat St.
Bonaventure 96-91; North Texas
State defeated Bradley 69-64;
Princeton whipped Temple
5948; St. John S. Y , downed
Rhode Island 100-75; Bucicnell
ripped Cornell 78-63; the Air
Force Academy stopped South-
ern Colorado State 51-43 and
Memphis State routed Buffalo
State 138-92. Harvard beat
Northeastern 80-67 and Boston
College whipped Boston Univer-
sity 86-78 in the first round of the
Bearipot Tournament.
Kip McLane poured in 20
points to lead Duquesne to a
SPORTS
,,„ ,B‘1 I I 1 11.1-.1t 1- MID
Owners And Executive
Bonaventure. Duquesne, 7-3, kid 
fast-paced victory over St. Of WFL To Hold Meetingfor most of the early going ,but
was overhauled by the Bonnies
with 12 minutes to play. St.
Bonaventure went ahead on a
shot by Greg Sanders, but the
Dukes regained We lead for
good, 71-70, at the 10:38 mark
with a Jesse Hubbard basket.
Terry Bailey and Larry
Spruiell led a second-half surge
that carried North Texas State
University over Bradley. It was
Bailey who sank the last two
free throws with 31 seconds left
in the game that put the victo-
ry away for the Mean Green.
Mickey Steuerer and Barnes
Hauptfuhrer hit short jumpers
early and often as Princeton
sank 11 of its first 15 shots and
went on to an easy victory over
Temple.
New Series
DALLAS (AP) — Southern
Methodist and Penn State, two
teams that battled to a 13-13 tie
in the 1948 Cotton Bowl in their
only previous meeting, have
agreed to a two-game football
series — both in University
Park, Pa.
The teams will meet Sept. 23,
1978 and Sept. 19, 1981.
By The Associated Press
As the World Football League
continues to suffer losses, exec-
utives, owners and prospective
investors in the league are
meeting this week in Honolulu.
The WFL had a bad week
last week and this week has
been no better. For instance:
—Ted Hendricks, an All-Pro
linebacker with the Green Bay
Packers who had signed with
the WFL's Jacksonville fran-
chise, will file suit this week to
void his contract with the new
league, Hendricks' agent said.
—Quarterback Tony Adams
of Southern California, the
WFL's leading passer and one
of three players of the year last
year, has been granted release
from his contract.
—Five assistant coaches from
league runner-up Orlando joined
the Chicago Bears Tuesday.
They will work under Jack Par-
dee. who left the same WFL
franchise.
Meanwhile, league President
Chris Herruneter said he would -
be meeting with individual own-
ers and prospective investors
this week in Honolulu. He said
a general league meeting would
be held there Thursday after-
noon, and that he would contin-
ue his search for investors in
the coming weeks.
Hemrneter would not com-
ment on any success he is or
isn't having, but there LS m5119-
dication that the WFL has
more than three stable fran-
chises.
Last week, the league lost
Oakland quarterback Ken Stab-
ler in a court decision, three of
its most publicized rookies won
free agent status and may be
negotiating with the National
Football League and the Port-
land franchise had its office
furniture and football equip-
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29 Million People Helped During 1974 By Core Fund
COLUMBUS — Almost n
million needy people were
helped by CARE food, self-help-
development, medical and
emergency :programs :in 36
countries of Africa,_Asia, Latin
America and the Middle East,
according-tie the 1974 annual
report just issued by the aid
'agency.
Declaring that the world food
and energy crisis brought an
"unprecedented challenge to
CARE during the fiscal year,"
Frank L Goffio, Executive
Director: reported that "con-
tributions from concerned
Americans and Canadians
totalling $18,633,402 enabled us
to help meet that challenge."
Contributions were up $4,467,722
over the same 12-month period
in the previous year.
With individual contributions
as the base, CARE obtained
cost and services inputs by the
governments of peoples being
helped, U. S. government
donations of farm commodities,
and special project funds from
both U. S. lad Canadian
governments. "All this, com-
bined with frugal management
by CARE, stretched every
dollar provided by the public to
nearly $6 worth of aid supplied
to the less fortunate — a total of
$109,064,414 in goods and ser-
vices," Executive Director
Ooffio explained.
"Central to helping people--
help themselves is that pith :*•---
ticipating countries and in-
dividual beneficiaries invest
whatever funds, materials,
services they can in CARE
programs. Over 130 such
people-to-people partnerships
were in force in nations around
the world last year."
Among highlights of CARE's
work during the year:





feedings, which not' only Five
lives but enable youngsters to
grow into healty, productive
adults.
—Emergency food, along
with medical and other relief
aid, went to seven million
victims of droughts, floods and
other disasters, including such
parched African countries as
Niger and Chad and,
paradoxically, flood-stricken
areas in Pakistan and the
Philippines. To Indian Villages
suffering Irons drought, CARE
delivered 34,850,000 pounds of
food for over two million people.
--Throught 'MEDICO, the
medical arm of CARE, long-
term teams of doctors, nurses,
technicians, augmented by over
100 volunteer specialists, helped
treat clotie to one-half million
patients, while training local
personnel in modern
techniques, so they can reach
many millions in years to come.
—Numerous and varied self-
help agricultural projects to
produce more food were ac-
celerated. Families were




ranged from helping build
schools in 10 countries to
providing safer drinking water
right in villages by constructing
water systems in 14 countries.
Some 185 new school kitchens
and 68 additional nutrition
centers were also initiated.
"CARE's war on hunger must
be stepped up to help stem
sprt_a_d_inik_starvation„"
Executive Director Goffio said.
"With the continued support of
CARE's generous friends, and
new supporters, we will move
ahead helping people around
the world shape a better world
for themselves and their
children." For further in-
formation about CARE's
programs, contact the Regional
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — Work
has been completed on three
transmitting towers and
segments of a radio system that
ultimately will give the Division
of Disaster and Emergency
Services DES) com-
munications coverage over the
entire state for the first time.
The towers, which form the
base of the communications
system, are located behind the
Emergency Operations Center
in Frankfort's Boone National
Guard Center. The operations
center will be connected to eight
Operations bases around the
state and is joined to outlying
areas of the state through the
existing communications
facilities of the Kentucky
Educational radio maintenance
network, the Kentucky State
Police and, other agencies with
disaster response respon-
sibilities.
According to William Dotson,
acting DES deputy director, the
system will be of great benefit
to the state and to the people
affected during any emergency.
In addition to improving the old
system, the new equipment will
enable emergency response
workers to contact directly
some distant parts of the state
and reach the Kentucky
National Guard com-
munications network for the
first time,
The towers were erected and
the radio equipment installed
by two crews from the U. S.
Army Communication-
Electronics Engineering In-
stallation Agency and by people
from the Defense Civil
Preparedness Agency in
Thomasville, Ga. over a two-
month period. The eight
workers arid a supervisor based
al Fort Huachuca, Ariz. and
Foi, Ritchie, Md., completed
the ntire construction pried
and the installation he,
though each of the towers
weighs about a ton.
"It's like a giant erector set,"
noted Charles Mayes, the
supervisor, The towers arrive
in small pieces and they have to
be put together just like a
child's toy."
For Kentucky residents, that
"toy" could prove to be a
lifesaver.
IT'S NOT SO SAFE
DOWN ON THE FARM
CHICAGO (AP) — Prairie
Farmer magazine reports that
rural crime is continuing its
sharp upward trend. In 1973, all
crime was up 14.6 per cent over
the previous year in rural
areas. Violent crime, including
murder, forcible rape, robbery
and aggravated assault, was up-
28.9 per cent. Property crime,
which includes burglary, larce-
ny and auto theft, was up 14.4
per cent. . .
Prairie 
found that more youths are in-
volved in crime than ever be-
fore. It says the number of ru-
ral youngsters under 18 who
were arrested for murder in-
creased 123.5 per cent over 1972
and for narcotics offenses there
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Baby Boy Wrye (Kathy Lynn
mother), 1213 Melrose Dr.,
Murray, Baby Girl Children
(mother Debra Ann), 919 Elder
— Sr.,-Calvert City. •-••••
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Maggie Mae Beadless,
Box 38, Mayfield, Master Chad
Garland, 1523 Oxford Drive,
Murray, Edgar Allen Donovan,
1506 Henry, Murray, Mrs.
Marine Grooms, 412 South 12th
Street, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Carol Jones and Baby Boy, A-V
Fox Meadows Trailer Court,
Murray, Mrs. Ann Geneva
Lassiter, Route 4, Murray,
James Eugene Powers, New
Concord, Mrs. Marion Greer,
504 North 1st Street, Murray,
Vernon Anderson, 2006 College
Farm Road, Murray, Mrs.
Hortense Bailey, Route 2,
Buchanan, Tn., Mrs. Francis
Vance Paschall, Route 4 Box
121, Murray, Fred Smith, 736
Nash, Murray, Mrs. Virginia A.
Smith, Route 8, Box 935,
Murray, Mrs. _Frankie _Attie






Baby Boy Mick (mother Mary
Jane), No, 8 Orchard Heights,
Murray, Baby Girl Clark
(mother Pamela D.), Rt. 1,
Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Janet Brown and Baby
Boy, 425 W. 8th., Benton, Mrs.
Keller and Baby Girl,
1702 Audobon Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Lou Jean Pierce, Rt. 2-Bax. 266,
Murray, James R. Johnson, 312
Woodlavrn, Murray, Mrs. Mary
A. Seaford, 700 Broad, Murray,
Hoy E. Bland, Rt. 3, Cadiz,
Voris J. Dunn, Rt. 3, Mayfield,
Miss Cheryl J. Paschall, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Miss Bonnie Rosina
Jones, Canton, Billy F. Fit-
zhugh, 1005 Madison, Murray,
Mrs. DaFayne R. Stinson and
Baby Girl, Hart Hall MSU,
Murray, Vurion Elkins, 808 S.
4th., Murray, Ewen B.
Allbritten, 510 Cardinal Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Lousie
Salentine, Rt. 3-Box 256,
Murray, Francis A. Calvert, Rt.
5-Box 693, Murray, McKinley
Arnett ( expired), Rt. 4, Murray,
Cora A. Lockhart (expired), Rt.
7, Murray.
The Small Business Ad-
ministration provides coun-
seling for persons in the
Paducah area on the 1st and 3rd
Thursday of each month. A
SCORE Counselor will be
available for interviewing and
counseling from 9:00 AM til
12:00 Noon by a Loan Officer
from the Louisville District
Office of SBA.
The office is located in the
City Hall on the first floor. The
phone number is (502) 444-6381.
In order to determine credit
and eligibility requirements for
SBA loan programs, it is
suggested that the businessman
bring with him a recent
financial statement or balance
sheet of the business and a
profit and loss statement for the
privious full year. This in-
formation pertains to
established businesses.
However, anyone interested in
establishing a new business is
encouraged to consult with this
representative as well as other
businessmen who are in need of
financial advice or assistance.
Most Auto Accidents Blamed Local Weather System In Use For Louisville Area
On Driver Error, Not The Car
WASHINGTON, D. C.—More
than four out of every live'
automobile • accidents-81.2
percent-Titre cauSed -hY
"human factors," mostly driver
errors, according to a massive
new study of 1,305 accidents by
an Indiana University research
group for the U. S. Department
of Transportation.
Vehicular factors, such as
brakes and tires, caused only
4.2 percent of the accidents, the
researchers found. The only
tires involved in any of the
accidents were underinflated or
bald.
Environmental factors, such
as obstructed field of vision and
slick roads, accounted for the
rest of the accidents.
"This important report
should help put the highway
safety picture back into per-
spective," said Malcolm R.
Lovell, Jr., Chairman of the
Tire Industry Safety Council.
"The main effort now should be
to help drivers and improve
highways, not to order more
expensive changes in
automobiles and tires."
The landmark report, called a
"Tr -Level Study of the Causes
of Traffic Accidents," was
made by the Institute for
Research in Public Safety of
Indiana University under an
8880,000 contract with DOT. It
covers work done in 1973, the
first year of a continuing three-
year program to determine the
real causes of auto accidents
and to recommend "coun-
termeasures" to DOT.
The four leading human
factors in accidents are im-
proper lookout, particularly in
intersections, excessive speed,
inattention and improper
evasive action, the report said.
The leading environmental
factors are view obstructions,
slick roads and roadway design
problems.
The most frequent vehicular
factors are gross brake failure,
and underinflated and bald
tires. Properly maintained tires
did not cause any of the ac-
cidents, however.
"It is interesting to note that
neither tire nor wheel failures
due to manufacturing defects)
were cited as even possible
causes of any of the 1,305 ac-
cidents," the report declared.
The tri-level Indiana
University study is by far the
most comprehensive of the
several investigations of auto
accidents conducted to date for
DOT.
On the first level, in-
vestigators analyzed police
re,oIs of 1,305 owdt,,ts irr--
Monroe County, Indiana, which
is "representative" of the whole
U. S., they said.
At the second level, "on site"
investigations of 836 of the
accidents were conducted.
Finally, "in depth- in-
vestigations were made of 215
accidents by "multidisciplinary




The in-depth teams identified
the "definite" causes of ac-
cidents as follows: human
factors, 83.2 percent; en-
vironmental factors, 16.4
percent and vehicular factors,
4.2 percent. These total slightly
over 100 percent ( 103.8) because
some accidents had more than
one cause.
Addition of "probable" and
"possible" causes, on each level'
of investigation, gave a range of
higher figures in each category.
"Ins sense, it is disappointing
that more dramatic and easily
pinpointed failures of the
driver, vehiclAs, or the en-
vironment were not identified
Members Of Farm Bureau Can
Now Buy Fire Extinguishers
Farm Bureau members in
Calloway. County may now
purchase fire extinguishers for
use at home, in farm buildings
or on cars and machinery. The
items are being made available
through the Kentucky Farm
Bureau Safety Department to
FR members throughout the
state.
The fire extinguishers come
in two types, and two sizes,
according to Calloway County
FR President James Stahler.
All-purpose (ABC) fire ex-
- 'tinguishers are the ones. Most
often recommended for use in
but are rated effective mainly
for electrical and chemical
fires.
Prices of the extinguishers
are: All-Purpose (21/2-pound) -
9.50; All-Purpose (5-pound)
19.75; Dry Chemical (221-
pound) -8.50; Dry Chemical 1 5-
pound) - 17.75.
Farm Bureau members
wishing to order fire ex-
tinguishers may place their
Orders at the Calloway 'County
Farm Bureau office, 309 S. Fifth
Street, Murray. Delivery can be
expected in five to seven days.
Stabler said: These ex-
tinguishers are suitable for
putting out all types of fires,
including wood, grease, elec-
trical and chemical blazes.
Dry chemical (RC) ex-
ThistiiisFieri are also available,
Vinson, a former U.S. Secretary
of the Treasury and 13th Chief
Justice of the United States,
was born in the Lawrence
County jail (his father Jim
Vinson was jailer).
as the major accident causes,
as*thes'i might have. been both
appealing and relatively easily







termeasures for which seem to
call primarily for the relatively




programs to alert all drivers,
young and old, to the need for
careful lookout on entering
intersections, watching the
traffic ahead for sudden slope,
monitoring all traffic signs and
traveling at reasonable speed.
- The report also* called fee-
improved programs of periodic
motor vehicle inspectiaa by •
states.
The investigators said their
findings support anti-bald tire
regulations as part of regular
state inspection procedures.
They also recommend that
police Meek for bald tires
whenever they stop a car to
assure compliance with anti-
bald tire taws or regulations.
Since underinflation also is a
safety hazard, they recommend
a tire pressure check as part of
the regular inspection program.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The federal government's plan
to use FM radio frequencies to
warn the public of tornadoes,
hurricanes or even nuclear at-
tack may not be coming to this
area for,-e-few years; t,i•er lo-
cal system, somewhat different,
is being used now.
Doyle Cook, chief mete-
orologist for the National •
Weather Service in Louisville,
said, "We will use low-power
transmitters on one of the two
FM frequencies and eventually
we will be getting such a facil-
ity here..."
The White House Office of
Telecommunications Policy de-
cided Saturday that public
warnings will be issued through
the National Weather Service,
which will broadcast 24 hours
daily on VHF-FM radio fre-
quencies 162.40 and 162.55 me-
gahertz.
Cook said a local system,
paid for "at the expense of
county government," enables
the lizeimal Set 
at Standiford Field to signal all
but two Louisville-area broad-
cast stations that an emergency
message is coming.
Two of the stations did not
wish to subscribe to the serv-
ice.
When a meteorologist lifts a
special telephone from the
hook, a tone signal is heard in
radio and television stations
which tells anyonewithin hear-
ing distance that an emergency
message is due.
Cook said WHAS, the prime
Emergency Broadcast System
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Buy Now While Supply Lasts
This merchandise will be hard























corporated the system into its
equipment and meteorologists
may go on the fir live with the
emergency weather message.
Other stations have the same
capability, but since WHAS is
Isz-prirrie -PBS station tin
the advantage of having the
live message follow an alert
tone that triggers alarm sys-
tems in schools, hospitals and
factories.
The WHAS signal, 50,000 kilo-
watts, is the most powerful in
Kentucky, and since the station
broadcasts fulltime (24 hours)
at that power, it gets the prime
station designation.
Cook said when the Stand-
ford Field weather service of-'
rice eventually gets a low-pow-
er VHF-FM system, "We will
be reaching out 30 to 50 miles,






























even if we Overmyer the area
somewhat."
The system would provide in-
formation for the weather serv-
ice directly to the listener's ra-
dio or television.
- Radios ilfeteleVisidn't wOljfd —
be activated automatically by a
device which would precede
emergency messages with a
tone.
New radios would be required
to have the device as they are
manufactured.
"We think the whole thing
will be installed within five
years," Cook said.
The Declaration of Independ-
ence, the Constitution of the
United States and the Bill of
Rights documents are now en-
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Laurel County Clerk Under
Fire From Citizens' Group
LONDON, Ky. (API - Ad-
vertising last week by Laurel
County's new Committee for
Better Government has drawn
ritei!ri 'COOlYtr Clerk litttry-
Walden. - • '- ..- • ,
A full-page ad in the London
Sentinel-Echo listed what it
called "a randon sampling of
the expenses incurred and paid
by the Laurel County Fiscal
Court for the years 1972, 1973
and 1924'. 
The.list wore- than-300 pay,
merits, in effect, pointed a fin-
ger at Walden, indicating that
the fiscal court has approved
many payments at Walden's re-
quest, to Walden and members
KA SWEETHEART - Jan Chase of Murray, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs, Johnny Reagan, has been chosen as the 1975
Kappa Alpha social fraternity's Rose. She is the wife of Jeff
Chase, a member of KA. Mrs. Chase is a graduate of Murray
State and a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority.
Plyoto by Wison Woolley
of his fiumly.
It also indicated payments to
deputy clerk Margaret Vanity
and her family.
--essru0s, listed
these family payments by the
fiscal court during August 1973:
Henry Walden, transfer and tax
county vehicle, $118.25; Alvin
Vandy, work on reregistration
of voters, $225; Jimmy Walden,
trip to Frankfort to get Surplus
motors, ;75; David Walden,
work on voting machines, $225.
Also, George Vandy, delivery
of voting machines, $125; Mar-
garet Vandy, work on voting
machines, $240; Donna Vandy,
delivery of election supplies,
$55; Henry Walden, refund on
election expense, $165; George
Vandy, work on voting machin-
es, $275; James Vandy work on
election supplies, $125.
The figures in the ad in-
dicated that Laurel, a county of
about 28,000, had expenses for
office supplies and related
equipment of more than $14,000
in 1973„-- - --
In a petition to the fiscal
court before the advertisement
was purchased, the Conutlittee
for Better Government referred
to all the payments on the list
and said, "We do not feel that
all of these are irregular or it-
legal, but we definitely feelllin;
a portion of these are."
The committee petition said
the office supplies paid for by
the fiscal court were for the
county clerk - which Walden
has denied.
Walden has commented little
on the petition or the advertise-
ment, except to say he plans a
lawsuit.
Boyd Taylor, his attorney,
contends the committee's list of
payments and the petition are
"full of inaccuracies" and




DROEGE SHOW - Anthony Droege, a former faculty member at Murray State University, is
shown beside one of the paintings in his one-man show in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery in the
Price Doyle fine Arts Center on the campus. The exhibition of 11 paintings and 14 drawings will
remain up through Feb. 5. Droege is now a member of the art faculty at Indiana University at
South send.,
Soviet Union Kills Trade ,
Agreement With United States
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Soviet Union has killed a major
trade agreement with the
United States and has nullified
any understandings to relax re-
strictions on the emigration of
Russian Jews, Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger says.
In a hurriedly arranged news
conference, Kissinger said
Tuesday night that "the Soviet
government has now informed
us that it cannot accept a trad-
ing relationship based on the
legislation recently enacted in
this country."
The Pentagon also disclosed
Tuesday that the Soviet Union
had begun installing missiles
with multiple warheads. The
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permits such a step.
Kissinger's mention of legis-
lation referred to the new
Trade Bill and Export-Import
Bank extension act with their
restrictions on credits for Mos-
cow and refusal of equal trad-
ing arrangements unless Jews
are allowed to leave Russia in
greater numbers.
As Kissinger explained, -The
Soviet government states that it
does not intend to accept a
trade status that is dis-
criminatory and subject to po-
litical conditions."
Because Kissinger had given
only the barest advance notice
of his statement to members of
Congress, there was no imme-
diate Capitol Hill reaction.
A spokesman for Sen. Henry
M. Jackson, D-Wash., the main
supporter of the restrictive leg-
islation, said no comment
would be forthcoming until a
complete study was done on the
situation.
The chairman of the Confer-
ence of Presidents of Major
Jewish Organizations, Rabbi Is-
rael Miller, said Tuesday the
emigration issue was more
than a simple domestic Russian
question.
-Emigration is not an inter-
nal issue and human rights do
not stop at national frontiers,"
he said, adding that his group
will continue its pressure for
better treatment of Russian
Jews.
In Los Angeles, a spokesman
for the Occidental Petroleum
Corp. said that its contracts
with the Soviets remain in
force despite nullification of the
trade agreements. Company of-
ficials have put the value of the
contracts at up to $20 billion.
The Soviet renunciation was
of a 1972 agreement in which
Moscow said it would pay $722
million to settle its World War
II Lend-Lease debt in exchange
for American pledges to re-
move discriminatory trade bar-
riers against commerce with
Russia.
When the administration at-
tempted to implement the
pledge by asking Congress to
extend most favored nation
status to Moscow in a new
trade reform bill, Jackson at-
tached his now famous amend-
ment despite strenuous wam-
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 4 Dance step
1 Urge on 5 Chills and
4 Cushion lever
6 Command




















ings by Kissinger that the So-
viets would reject it.
Co-sponsored by more than 70
senators with an equally over-
whelming majority favoring
similar moves in the House,
Jackson demanded that the
status not be given to any coun-
try seriously restricting emi-
gration of minority groups.
He finally compromised with
Kissinger and President Ford,
agreeing to allow the restric-
tions to be waived if Ford could
give assurances that Soviet
emigration restrictions had
been eased.
Referring to the Soviet ac-
tion, Kissinger said "the ad-
ministration regrets this turn of
events. It has regarded and
continues to regard an orderly
and mutually beneficial trade
relationship with the Soviet Un-
ion as an important element in
the over-all improvement of re-
lations."
Kissinger said he would con-
tinue to try for an acceptable
U.S.-Soviet trade bill and he re-
fused to be pessimistic about
the future of detente.
Davis Files For
Secretary Of State
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
State Treasurer Drexell Davis
filed today as a Democratic
candidate for secretary of state
in the May 27 primary,
Davis said he was running on
his record of 23 years of active
service in state government.
Davis was clerk of the Court
of Appeals from 1964 through
1967, was administrative assist-
ant to the secretary' of state for
four years before that and has
served for 12 years as deputy
clerk of the Court of Appeals.
Davis said today he was most
proud of changes he has made
in state investment policy dur-
ing his current term as treasur-
er.
"Among other things, I have
raised the interest rate on state
time deposits and have in-
stituted a policy of overnight
investments that will enable the
state to earn substantially more
interest income than ever be-
fore," he said.
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'- Watkins Products. Call 753-._
5550.
DON'T KNOW where to turn?












Buy one pair at regular price,
get another pair of equal value
or less '/2 price
ADVERTISING -
DEADLINES
All display aria, classified
display and regular
display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4









3. Card Of Thanks
WE, THE family of Lillie Mae
Anderson wishes to express
our appreciation and thanks to
our many friends who came
and helped in any way. The —
consoling words, the prayers,
and flowers. Especially to Bro.
William R. Whitlaw, and all
the Block-Coleman Funeral
Home.
May God Bless each of you.
WE WOULD like to express our.-- --
sincere appreciation to the-7-7
Bank of Murray staff, the
Murray Lodge No. 105, F. & A.
M., and the many friends of
our deceased uncle, Leonos E.
Wyatt, for their expressions of
concern and sympathy during
his illness and death. We shall
always be grateful for your
expressions of kindness.
Velma Pierce McCartney,
R E. Pierce Zepko, Mignon
Pierce Sabo
THERE IS no adequate way for
us to express our graditude to
so many of you wha gave us
comfort and physical
assistance during the sudden
death of our dear loved one.
You did all that was humanly
possible.
We especially thank Bro.
Coltharp and Bro. Miller for
their prayers and words of
comfort and to the Max
Churchill Funeral Home for
the efficient handling of the
funeral arrangements.
We thank the honorary and
active pallbearers for their
service. The beautiful flowers,
food, and cards.
We will ever be grateful, if
ever we can be of service to
you it will be a great honor and
privilege to do so.
' The memory of your kindness
will remain with us forever.
May God's richest blessing be
yours now and always.
The family of Charles E.
Stubblefield
5, Lost And Found
LOST-FEMALE brown dog




LOST-BLACK and light tan,
3,2 year old female dog. In
vicinity of Hickory Grove. No
























































14. Want To Buy
DIAL
753-1916
USED ELECTRIC stove in
excellent working condition;
or, will trade gas stove in
excellent condition-for same.
Call J. B. at 753-0909 or 753-8525
anytime.
GOOD USED piano. Call 753-
8566,
WANT TO buy rounded top
trunk. Old or New. Gr3od
Condition. Call ta-8271.,„..__,
. Articles For Sale
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PRECUT, PICTURE frames,
ready to assemble, assorted
sizes. Murray Lumber Co.
16. Home Furnishings
GOLD MEDITERRANEAN
couch, 2 months old 753-3293
LIGHT GREEN floral vinyl
living room suite, $50. Call 753-
8432.
KROELER COUCH, makes into
bed, good condition. 1015
Sharp Street. Call 753-2451.
NEW CLASSICAL guitar. $35
Call 753-3570.
PIANO TUNING, repair and
rebuilding, prompt service.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Dyer 753-8911.
23. Exterminating
• COUCH, OFF white. Two gold.'




through January 1975. New
Kirby Vacuums, $199.95.'
Saving on $60. Never pricet
this low before. Pay in 90 days,
same as cash. Can Kirby Sales









&lest Control--100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs
Phone 753-3914
FRONT END loader. Freemond •






hydrostatic drive, all extras.
$8750. Chisel plow-11 ft. In-
ternational. 345-2270.
ONE 601 Ford tractor plow,
disc, and cultivator. Call 753-
4740.
JOHN DEERE low boy trailer,
three aide, 8 x 18. Call 354-6567.
MOO FORD TRACTOR, plow
disc, cultivator. Call 435-4237
after 5 p. m.
TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lum-
ber. 5 x 5s and long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
Highway 60 West, 314-998-2555
or 314-785-0700.
20. Sports Equipment
PARIS LINE EZ Rider, 1250 lb.




organs. Rent to purchase plan.
Lonardo Piano Company,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee and the
Antique Mall, 4th & Sycamore
Murray, Ky.
24. Miscellaneous
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Free
delivery within 24 hours. Call
436-5410.
MAKE YOUR garden grow.
Compost consisting of
decomposed bark, lime for
gardens and lawns, sawmill
lumber. Sawmill Products Co.,
at old Murray Sawmill. One
mile east on 94. 753-4147.
BLACK HAWK floor jack, 11/2
ton. Call 7532521.
OAK FIREWOOD for sale. Pick
up or deliver. Call 354-8585.
IF CARPETS look dull and
dreary, remove spots as they
appear with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer, $1.00.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift Shop."
HUBERT COLES' Antique
Shop. Located four miles south
on Highway 641. Open daily
Monday-Saturday. 9:00-5:00.
Matching walnut bed and
dresser, marble top, walnut
hall tree, lots of primitives,
glassware, school desk. Many
other items. 492-8714.
MURRAY FURNITURE
Mart-the new store with old
fashion ways. Starting today
we will take trade-ins. We will
trade for anything you've got
nerve enough to bring up
here.. cattle, boats, furniture,
etc. You bring it and we'll
trade. Murray Furniture
Mart, Court Square.
PIANO, GOOD condition. Call OAK FIREWOOD. $12.50 per





full or Part Tim*
Need more income $U Qualified individual needed
to distribute world famous Kodak, 3M. 6E. and GA,
Products through company established locations.
No selling or soliciting required Make this your
gear tor independence 43.995. -to 57.995. -
Investment.) Available immediately Call or write,
Modern Marketing Inc.
170015 72th Avenue South
Burnsinee, Minnesota 55337
(6121890-5175
LII you Coo pleaS4 mciodo you, phone numb, I
24: iviisceitasneous
TWO STANDS of lard $18.00
each. Also upright freezer with
automatic defrost $150.00.
Phone 753-6814.
INVEST IN a feeling of
security. Largest variety,
lowest pricers. No registration
or red tape in Kentucky.
Country Boy Stores, "The
Pistol People," nine miles
west of Hopkinsville Junction
117 and 164. Hours 8-5. Sunday
12-5. Phone 885-5914.
POLAROID 320 Camera, flash,
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26, TV-Radio
ZENITH PORTABLE black and
white TV and stand. Good
condition. $25. 753-4393.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
10 x 50 TWO BEDROOM, all
electric, good neighborhood.
Large lot. $70 per month. Call 
489-2595.
"WHAT WOULD WE DO wrtH FORT
KNO( AFTER WE 00u&FiT IT?it
32, Apartments For Rent
DUPLEX 2 bedroom, garbage
disposal, dishwasher, 1310
Duguid Drive. Call 753-1262 or
753-7154.
NEW TWO bedroom apart-
ment, all carpet, disposal, 
range, dishwasher, washer-
dryer hookup, central heat and
air, patio. Call 753-7550.
38. Pets - Supplies
TWO FEMALE full blooded
Poodle puppies, 753-7993.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS




1601 College Farm Road, 492-
E225
THREE RECENT model
mobile homes, all electric, 12'
aides. One 3 bedroom and two
2 bedrooms. Call 767-4055 after
5 p. m. or 753-8835 any time.
TWO BEDROOM all electric
mobile home. Trash pickup
and water furnished. $50
deposit. $125 monthly. 753-2377
or 753-8921.
NICE TWO bedroom trailer,
furnished, water. Behind
Seven Seas Restaurant, Call
753-0946.
NICE CLEAN two bedroom
mobile home located in small
quiet court, $65 monthly.
Water and garbage pickup
furnished. 753-8216 after 5 p.
m.
TWO BEDROOM, all electric,
good neighborhood, large lot.
Room for garden. $65 monthly.
489-2595.
FOX MEADOWS and Coach
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
Spaces and homes for families
only. Small Parks, Superior
accomodations, exclusive
residential. area. South 16th
Street. Phone 753-3855.
32. Apartments For Rent
ONE BEDROOM, all electric,
furnished apartment. No pets.
Please call 753-8611 or 75379537.
DUPLEX, two bedroom, car-
pet, stove and refrigerator,
large closets. 753-3312 or 753-
8096.
MURRAY MANOR - all new,
all electric, unfurnished one
and two bedroom apartments.




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOk RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
LARGE UPSTAIRS furnished
apartment. Two
Central heat and air. Couple or
small (windy. N.. pets. Private
entrance. $110. Call 753-1203 or
753-1790.
TWO BEDROOM - furnished
apartment, carpeted, central
heat, plenty of parking, all
utilities paid. Very reasonable








34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM house on 21/2






Near university. $150 monthly.
Deposit required. 7532265
36 For Rent Or Lease
Notice
Approximately 12,000 sq. ft. of
rental spvce available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.,
Murray, Ky., Phone 753-3342.







THREE YEAR old pleasure
saddle horse. Also bales of
straw and grass mixture. 492-
8502.
38. Pets - Supp!ies
AKC FEMALE German
Shepherd. 11 months old. $45
Call 753-7883 after 5 p. m.
FINAL SALES-Parakeet-
birds. Pair $4.00. Singles $2.50
1105 Vine Street. Call 753-5016
PARADISE KENNELS.
Boarding and grooming. Pick
up and delivery service now
available. Call 753-4106.
EXTRA NICE Old English
Sheep Dog puppies. One
female Irish Setter pup. All
AKC registered. Call 753-6488.
AKC MINIATURE Dachshund
puppies, $40 each. Pedigree
free with each puppy. Siamese
cats, $5 each. Call 527-9700.
AKC REGISTERED Cocker
Spaniels, Irish Setters, Collies,
American Eskimos, Red
Dachshunds, Red Miniature




Siamese Kittens, Pet World,
121 Bypass.
641 PET SHOP. Puppies-Spitz,
Toy Poodles, Irish Setters.
Birds-Parakeets, Cockteals,
Canaries. Siamese Kittens.





Grocery. January 16-22, 9:00-
5 : 00. Men's, Women's clothes,
shoes, purses several large
coats, dishes, quilt scraps,
washer and dryer-old but
good, $30. Canning and
freezing supplies. Mer-
chandise of all kinds.
43 Real Estate
THREE BEDROOM house with
living room, kitchen, den,
utility room, bath, hall, car-
port, electric heat, partially
carpeted, and twenty acres-
all fenced, about 16 acres
tillable, two wells of water.
Near Jonathon Creek. $25,000.
354-8585.
FIVE ACRE tracts in restricted
development only minutes
from Kentucky Lake. Located
on blacktop road just north of
Hamlin, Ky. Electric and
phone are at the property.
Financing available. Low
down payment. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505 Main
Street, Murray, Ky. 15021 753-
0101 or 753-7531.
43. Real Estate
TWO BEDROOM house with
seven acres land. Living room,
carport and utility, fully
carpeted, electric heat. Well
water. Near Kentucky Lake.
$13,000. Call 354-8585.
ROBERTS REALTY located on
South 12th at Sycamore has
five hcensed-and bonded sales
personnel to serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience. Call 753-
1651 or come by our office. We
like to talk REAL ESTATE.
THE QUALIFIED personnel at
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
to talk to you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call or
drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-7724.
44. Lots For Sale
1514 GLENDALE ROAD-just
listed, three bedroom, two
bath, brick veneer house,
electric heat, carpeting,
fireplace, carport, nicely
landscaped lot. Only $33,950.
The Old Concord Raod-70
acres, pole barn, 20' x 24'
tobacco barn with 20' shed.
One pond, two creeks, $38,000:
At Bell City-379 acre farm
(225 acres lendable). Good
three bedroom frame house..
Owners can arrange some
financing
Telephone Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 North 12th Street,
753-8080.
KENIANA SHORES--Now is
the time to select your lake lot
at 1974 prices. We have large
lots for only $895 and king size
lots on TVA contour for $5395.
May be purchased for $10
down and 1 per cent per
month. Central water, all
weather streets and lake
access. Separate mobile home
sections. We will be happy to
show you these lots at your
convenience. Phone 436-2473.
NEW CONCORD: Two good
residential lots with water
available. $2000 and $1500. And
one large corner lot with
approximately 400 feet of road
frontage at $3900. Murray:
good residential lots in nice
location, $300 and $3200. For
details call 755-3597, Moffitt
Realty, 304 Main.
LOT FOR sale in Gatesboro
Call 753-8448.
45. Farms For Sale
Notice
T.V.A. has notified-it-s power distributors of a




FIFTEEN ACRE mini farm,
approximately 600 ft. frontage
on Irvin Cobb Road I Highway
732), seven miles from
Murray, two miles from
Kentucky Lake (Blood River),
ten miles to LBL, ap-
proximately 30,000 board feet
of mature hardwood timber,
six acres open land. Nice
building sites. Price $15.000.
Call 753-758U after 5 p. m.
6. Homes For Sale
FOUR ACRES plus nice five
bedroom home, plus two
garages and three out-
buildings-add a very
reasonable price, means a
great place for a family to
enjoy. Call now to view.
Moffitt Realty, 304 Main, 753-
3597.
NEW TWO bedroom duplex,
carpet, disposal, range, dish-
washer, washer-dryer hookup.
Central heat and air. Patio.
Call 753-7550.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1968 PONTIAC Tempest. Good
condition. $900. Call 753-3559.
1962 CHEVROLET pickup, six
cylinder, new brakes, shocks,
clutch pressure plate, new
short block, 9000 miles, radial
tires, mag wheels. Nice $550.
753-8124 or 753-9199.
1948 DODGE Pickup truck.
$800. Call 232-8382.
1964 BARRACUDA, $150 Call
753-6392.
1971 DODGE Swinger, A-1
condition. Must sell. Disy_k7::_
753-9413 or 437-4198 after irriie.
BUICK 1972 Electra, full power,
immaculate condition. one
owner. Also tires 5F 78 x 15,
new car take offs, less than 200
miles. Call 753-5532-. 
51. Services Offered
WILL TEAR down house. Call
436-2128.
JOHN HL'TCHENS• Plumbing
and Electric Repair Service.
No jobs too small. 436-5642
before 8 a.m, or after 5 p.m.
GRAVEL HAULING,
driveways, storage sheds,
small cabins, concrete work,
general contracting. Call 436-
5330.
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
Shop (old ice plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
m. - cabinets, paneling, doors,
- formica work, finish car-
pentry, contracting. Phone
753-4124 Of 753-0790 nights.
50. Campers
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales, coach-.
man, Trail Star, Fold down,
unique, Good used trailers ,La__





Prompt, efficient service. No
job too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
WILL BABYSIT in my home.
Can give references. 753-2563.
EXPERIENCED PAINTER
will do interior or exterior
work by the hour or job. 435-
4480.
EXPERIENCED ELEC-
TRICIAN needs 'work: All
types wiring, also main-
- teriance and repair. All work
'guaranteed. Call night or day
489-2133.
ELECTROLUX SALES &
Service. Write C. M. Sanders.
Box 213 Murray or call 1-182- .•
2468, Farmington.
SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone
753-7370 after 8 p. m.
CARPENTRY WORK.
Remodeling, room additions,
any type of home im-
provements. Free estimates.
436-5840.
CERAMIC TILE-WN quarry, 
marble tops, mirrors. Shower EXPERIENCED ROOFER will
enclosures. Years of ex- roof house and furnish
perience. 753-8500. shingles for $25 a square. And
will also do patch jobs. Phone
492-0829.
BACKHOE WORK, septic
systems, sand and gravel,
limestone and fill. John T.
Baker and Sons, 220 South 12th








New house, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, located in city, in-
cludes den, utility room, full
garage, carpeted, central
heat & air, all built-Ms.
Listing just ran out. Owner
has reduced asking price to
$29,500.00. Call day•753.
0550, night-753-8261.
FOUR BEDROOM brick, 1705
Johnson Blvd. 2500 square
feet, family room-kitchen
combination, all built-in kit-
chen, two baths, carpeting,
central heat and air. By -ap-
pointment, call 753-7939.
47. Motorcycles
3114 YAMAHA Enduro-street or
trail, low mileage, excellent
shape, take over payments
753-0869.
- - -
1971 HUSQVARNA 400 with two
runner trailer. $450. 753-3007.
48. Automotive Service
TWO WHTTE-Wall snow tires




The Store For Men
Siding Awnings
Aluminum Service
Carports Co. Patio Covers
Let us give you a FREE estimate on energy






is having a "Going out of Business "Sale.
Yarn, Decoupage, supplies, and gifts.
Everything 30% off. some things 50% off
Location - 602 South 12th St., next to







after hours for parts
Open 6 days - 7 00-5 00
Come by and see OW nevv stock of trac-
tors and equipment arriving daily.
Spring is just around the corner, bring
your tractors in and Earl Nix Wilson will
get them ready.
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Is Today Mrs. Gardner Dies
At Coldwater Tuesday Evening;
For Mrs. Kingins Rites Iburs.day_._
Funeral services for Mrs.
Effie Kingins are being held
today at two p.m. at the Cold-
water United Methodist Church,
where she was a member, with
Rev. Glen Puckett and Rev.
Larry Breedlove officiating.
Active pallbearers are John
Baker, Dolphus Christenberry,
Leslie Douglas, Bobby Locke,
Ray Broach, and Jerry Falwell.
Honorary pallbearers are .Bill
Boyd, Harvey Ellis, Ira Smith,
C E. Richie, Buhl Haneline,
Ocus Caraway, Herman Dar-
nell, Errette Bazzell, Fred
Kirkland, T. C. Hargrove, Roy
Clark, James Stone, Edmond
Gamble, and T. Wade
Crawford.
Interment will be in the
Goshen Cemetery with the
_ arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
-. Mrs. Kingins, age 98, widow
of Carroll B. Kingins who died
on September 9, 1944, died
Monday at 7:45 p.m. One son,
Carl Kingins, died in April 1960.
_ Survivors are two daughters,
'Mrs. Butes Wilson of Murray
 Route One and Mrs. Sherwood
. Potts of Mayfield Route Seven;
one son, Claude Kingins of
Detroit, Midi; two sisters,
Mrs. Katie Miller of Hazel and
Mrs. Hattie Miller of Granite
City, Ill.; four brothers, Scott
Shoemaker of Dexter, George
Shoemaker of Hazel Route Two,
Ellis Shoemaker and Douglas
Shoemaker, both of Murray





Tha funeral for Mrs. Gamble
:P. (Beulah Adams: Hughes of
Murray Route Seven will be
-.Add 'Thursday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Blalock-
-Coleman Funeral Home with
Rev. William Hart officiating.
Interment will be in the
Bazzell Cemetery. Friends may
call at the funeral home after
six p.m. today Wednesday,:.
Mrs. Hughes, age 80, died
Tuesday at Methodist Hospital,
Indianapolis, Ind.
Alice Faye Walls
Dies At Age 32;
Jackson, Miss., and Leland
Mrs. Hontas Gardner of 1621
Olive Street, Murray, died
Tuesday at six p. m. at the
Calvert City Convalescent
Home, Calvert City. She was 71
years of age.
The deceased was married to
Homer Gardner in September
1933 and he died in September
1960. A member of the Church of
Christ, she was born August 17,
1903, in Calloway County to the
late Benjamin Ingram and
Nancy Duncan Ingram.
Mrs. Gardner is survived by
three sisters, Mrs. Maude
Garland of Tampa, Fla., Mrs.
Mallie Stout of Dover, Term.,
and Mrs. Elizabeth Hosford of
Murray; two brothers, Bennie
Ingram of West Memphis, Ark.,
and Milton Ingram of Arizona;
brother-in-law, Rodell Gardner
of Route Two, Puryear, Term.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at one p. m. at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with Bro. Henry
Hargis of Murray officiating.








Buel Duncan of Dexter Route
One died Tuesday at 10:25 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 56 years of age
and his death followed an ex-
tended illness.
The deceased was born July
-14, 1918, in Calloway County and
was the son of the late Elmus
Duncan and Kitty Ellis Duncan
Survivors are his wife, Mrs
-Dorothy Rosa Duncan of Dexter
Route One; four daughters,
Mrs. Hershel (Martha:
McKendress of Benton Route
One, Mrs. Randy f Mary I Linn
of 501 College Court, Murray,
Mrs. Tom ( Wanda C,anup and
Miss Tirui Duncan, both of
Dexter Route One; three sons,
Eugene and Wayne Duncan of
Dexter Route One and Ralph
Duncan of Murray Route Six;
one sister, Mrs. Lola O'Holic of
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; two half
brothers, Ronald Lawrence of
Funeral Friday —
Mrs. Mice Faye Walls of.
Cherry Street, Murray, died
Tuesday at five a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 32 years of
age arid had been ill since Oc-
tober.
Survivors are her husband,
James Walls, and four sons,
Gary, Vincent, Bryant, and
Heath Walls, all of Murray:
mother, Mrs. Willie Lee Foster
of Chicago, Ill.; grandmother.
Mrs. Fidelia Grogan of Murray:
four sisters, Eva Sue Skinner of
Morganfield, Fidelia Ann
Grogan, Vanessa Foster, and
Marice Foster, all of Chicago,
Ill.; seven brothers, Doug.
Clarence, and Costello Grogan
and Thurman Foster, all of
Murray, Drake Perry, Keith
Foster, and Leo Foster, all of
Chicago, Ill.; several nieces and
nephews.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at two p. m. at the
Freewill Baptist Church,
Walnut Street, with Rev.
Richard Drew officiating. The
wake will be held Thursday
from seven to nine p. m. at the
church.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery with the
Rutledge Funeral Home in
charge of the arrangements.
--Lawrence of Kirksey ; eleven
grandchildren.
Funeral services twill be held
Thursday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
William McKinney officiating.
Burial will be in the McDaniel
Cemetery.




The office of Calloway County
Circuit Court Clerk James
Blalock now has forms for
personal identification cards,
according to office personnel.
These are for non-drivers who
desire an identification card
with their picture and social
security number on it. The
charge will be two dollars per
identification card.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7a. m. 356.4,
up 0.2. Below dam 326.2, up 1.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 356.5,
up 0.1. Below dam 332.6, up 0.9.
Sunset 5:02, sunrise 7:09.
Moqn sets 8:29 p. m., rises
Wednesday 9 : 40 a m.







Lou pounds and inches
S. W. (Hop) Key
Dies Monday With
Funerg Today.- -
S. W. (Hop) Key of Route
Two, Paris, Tenn., Whitlock
community, died Monday at
1:30 a m. at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
He was 83 years of age.
Mr Key was a member of the
Oak Grove Baptist Church and
was a retired employee of
thirty-one years of the Henry
County Highway Department.
Born August 19, 1891, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Jimmy Key and
Ellen Paschall Key.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Manon Futrell Key, to whom
he was married on August 29,
1926; one daughter, Mrs. Willie
(Maxine) Greer of Route TwO
Paris, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
Bill Martin of Henry, Term., and
Mrs. Raymond Parks of
Murray; two brothers, Jessie
Key of Hazel and Lisha Key of
Paris, Tenn.; three grand-
children; one great grandchild.
The funeral is being held
today at one p. m. at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with Rev. Glen
Orr and Rev. Mervyn Norwood
officiating.
Pallbearers are Mason and
Elroy Ball, Junior Ross, J. P.
Taylor, Hillman Ramsey, and
Thomas Jimerson. Burial will
be in the Memorial Cemetery at
Paris, Tenn.
ONE CHARGED-James Manning 29, of IGrksey, has been charged with housebreaking inconnection with thefts from the home of Johnny Williams, according to Calloway CountySheriffs reports. Recovered by officials were a television, cutting torches, two guns, and somewrenches. Manning has not yet .been apprehende4 according to Sheriffs reports, but a warranthaineewissaitci
OW Photo by David thil)
Ford Delivers State Of Union. .
(Continued from Page 1
wants a new law to require la-
bels on all new automobile; and
appliances spelling out bow
much energy they use. -
In addition, the fact sheet
said he wants agreement within
six months from major manu-
facturers to develop energy ef-
ficiency goals that would
achieve an average 20 per cent
improvement by 1980. These
Senate. . . (CoatIneed from Page 1)
Weisenberger also said his
campaign would stress candor
and frankness on all issues. "I
think the people are tired of the
standard 'better roads, better
schools, better government'
approach used by so many
candidates in the past. I believe
they are demanding more
direct and specific answers on
controversial issues and I in-
tend to provide them," he
stated.
He said he will continue
meeting with the people of the
First Senatorial District and
will advertise a number of
special meetings in advance "in
an effort to further learn the
problems and ideas of the
voters."
He also expressed the opinion
that the district traditionally
has been overlooked and
neglected by previous state
administrations, but pointed out
that Gov. Julian Carroll, a
McCracken countian, is per-
sonally acquainted with most of
the leaders and the needs of the
area and can be expected to do
more for Western Kentucky
than any governor in recent
history. "If elected, I will work
with Gov. Carroll in the senate
to achieve as much as
possible," he pledged.
Although making his first
race for public office,
Weisenberger has been active
in organizational politics for
many years. He was state youth
chairman for the campaign of
A. B. (Happy) Chandler in 1963,
First District youth chairman
for Lyndon B. Johnson in 1964,
Graves County Chairman for
Sen. Walter (Dee) Huddleston
in 1972 and Graves County co-
chairman for Sen. Wendell Ford
in 1974.
He also has served as a




The Murray Area Vocational
Education Center will hold a
class in Cashier-Checker
Training beginning Monday,
January 20, at 8.30 a.m. The
program is an 80-hour class that
will be offered during the day,
six hours per day, Monday
through Friday
Students need only attend
three hours per day, and may
choose morning or afternoon
classes. A certificate will be
issued on completion of the
course.
The course is designed to
teach persons interested in
working in supermarkets, or
retail stores, or those already
Working-, to *operate- a cash
register quickly and efficiently.
Alan Yates, a graduate of
Murray State Univertity, will
be the instructor.
There is no charge for the
course. To enroll, call 753-1870
between the hours of 8100 a.m.
and 3.30 pin or visit the school
at 18th at Sycamore, Murray.
committee of the Kentucky
Young Democratic Club and is a
former president of the Graves
County Young Democratic
Club. He is presently serving a





Georgetown College, he ob-
tained a J. D. degree in 1964 at
the University of Louisville
School of Law. He began the
practice of law in Carlisle
County in September of 1964 and
served as Bardwell city at-
torney.
Before coming to Mayfield, he
served several years as district
attorney for the Department of
Highways at Paducah He
presently is a member of the
law firm of Weisenberger,
Chaney, Daughaday & Sharp.
He has served several years
as chairman of the Mayfield
Planning Commission and the
Board of Zoning Adjustment
He also is a director of the
Mayfield Lions Club and a
member of the district, state
and American Bar
Associations.
He is married to the former
Phyllis Lampley of Paducah
and they have three children,
would cover air conditioners,
refrigerators and other home
appliances.
-If agreement cannot be
reached," the document said,
the President will submit leg-
islation to establish mandatory-
appliance efficiency, stand-
ards." The objective for this
program alone was fixed at
saving half a million barrels of
oil a day by 1985.
Calling for congressional ac-
tion by April 1 to grant individ-
uals 12 per cent cash rebates
on 1974 tax payments, with a
maximum of $1,000 per return,
Ford sketched a rather gloomy
picture of current economic
conditions.
He said: "I must say to
you that the state of the union
is not good.
"Millions of Americans are
out of work. Recession and in-
flation are eroding the money
of millions more. Prices are too
high and sales are too slow.
-This year's federal deficit
will be about $30 billion; next
year's probably 845 billion. The
national debt will rise to over
$500 billion.
'Our plant capacity and pro-
ductivity' are not increasing
fast enough. We depend on oth-
ers for essential energy."
"Cutting taxes, now, is essen-
tial if we are to turn the econo-
my around," Ford added. "A
tax cut offers the best hope of
creating more lobe. Unfortu-
nately, it will increase the size
of the budget deficit. Therefore,_
it is more important than ever
that we take steps to control
the growth of federal ex-
penditures."
Echoing what he said Mon-
day, Ford promised to initiate
no new spending programs this
year except in the energy field.
"Further, he said, "I will not
hesitate to veto any new spend-
ing programs adopted by the
Congress."
Ford said some Americans
"question their government's
ability to make the hard deci-
sions and stick with them."
They expect from Washington
"politics as usual," he said.
Asserting that the nation's
plight requires "a new partner-
ship between the Congress, the
White House and the people we
both represent," Ford said:
"I want to speak very
bluntly. I've got bad news and I
don't expect any applause. The
American people want action
and it will take both the Con-
gress and the President to give
them what they want."
In the energy area, Ford said
he would propose a 10-year
postponement of clean air
standards, due to take effect in
mid-1975, for power plants that
convert from use of oil to coal.
He said this would not sacrifice
clean air goals but simply de-
lay their implementation.
The President also called for
legislation "to make thermal
efficiency standards mandatory
for all new buildings in the
United States," saying these
standards would be set "after
appropriate consultation with
architects, builders and labor."
Espousing a new tax credit of
up to $150 for homeowners who
install storm windows or other
insulation, Ford called for a
new federal aid program "to
help low-income families pur-
chase insulation supplies." The
fact sheet said he would seek
supplemental appropriations of
$500 million to carry such a
program through 1976.
As he stated on Monday,
Ford proposed modifying and
deferring auto pollution stand-
ards for five years "to enable
us to improve new automobile
gas mileage 40 per cent by
1980" through voluntary means.
Drive To Oust Hebert From
Armed Services Gains Support
WASHINGTON (AP - A
drive to oust F. Edward Hebert
from the chairmanship of the
House Armed Services Com-
mittee has picked up a veteran
organizer, and Hebert is taking
the move seriously.
Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., a
member of the House for five




Federal State Market News
Service January 15, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 807 Est, 700
Barrows & Gilts .50 higher Sows
.50 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs $49.50-40.00
US 1-3 190-240 Its $39.25-39.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 838.55-39.25
US 3-4 260-280 lbs $38.00-38.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 133.50-34.00 ,
US 1-3 350-450 lbs. $32.50-13.50
US 1-3 450-650 lbs. 833.50-34.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. V1.50-32.50
Boars 23.00-26. 00
MEM STAG NIGHT
The regular monthly, men's
stag night-will be held at the.
Murray Country Club Thursday
evening at 6:30. Dr. Chad
Stewart is chairman of this
month's event. Serving on the
committee are E F. Howe, Jr .
Tim Miter and Vernon Shown
Tuesday in its push to depose
Hebert from the post that has
made him one of the most pow-
erful supporters of defense
spending.
"The chemistry is there to
beat Hebert," Aspin said in an
interview. He is an outspoken
Hebert foe who put together a
liberal-conservative House coa-
lition two years ago which
voted to chop $1 billion off the
defense budget.
Hebert is asking every Demo-
crat he encounters on the
House floor to re-elect him to
the Armed Services post when
the Democratic Jraucus votes
Thursday on all 21 major com-
mittee chairinanglips.
But in an interview Hebert
refused to predict whether he
would win.
In other developments in the
new 94th Congress:
-Battle lines solidified
between its heavily Denim, atic
majority and President Ford
over tax and energy programs,
even before the President's
State of the Union message to
spell out the details of his entire
economic and energy policy
packager
Most Congressional Demo-
tha the ttg. hill' tn. a
come groups.
-The Senate prepared to
consider the President's nomi-
nation of Edward H. Levi, pres-
ident of the University of Chi-
cago, to be attorney general
and his announced intention to
nominate William T. Coleman,
a Philadelphia lawyer, to be
secretary of transportation.
-A consensus developed at a
Tuesday caucus of Senate
Democrats to establish a spe-
cial select committee, like the
Watergate Committee, to in-
vestigate the Central In-
telligence Agency. The Demo-
crats will vote on the proposal
on Monday.
proposed by the' Fr‘sident on
Monday should be modified to
concentrate- oa lower-and
rntrldlt.incrane taxpayers. The
White House announced Tues-
day a proposed permanent $22.5
billion in additional tax cuts
Ford's pies; secretary, Ron
Nessen, said the reductions




-Rep. Al Ullinan, fl-Ore,
acting chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee,
Introduced a national health in-
surance bill. Sen. George
McGovern, D-S.D., announced
that 30 other senators would
join him in moving to block
planned cutbacks in the food
stamp program.
-The House gave the death
blow to its Committee on Inter-
nal Security, formerly the Com-
mittee on Un-American Activi-
ties.
-Rep Henry S. Reuss, D-
Wia,•-asubaswaisci-a--atiallasiga
House Banking Chairman
Wright Patttran. Reuss said his
chances to unseat Patman are 
ConservativeRepublican
senators held onto a key lead-
ership position Tuesday by
electing Sen Carl T Curtis of
Nebraska to head the Senate
Republican (Onference
ClIATTANOOGA, " Tenn.
(AP)-To avoid a prolonged
energy crisis, nuclear power
plant construction must be ac-
celerated, coal production in-
creased and environmental
standards relaxed, Tennessee
Valley Authority Chairman Au-
brey Wagner has said.
"We must cut the lead time
for bringing nuclear plants on
line from the present nine or 10
years to six or seven years,"
Wagner said Tuesday.
"We must find ways to sub-
stantially increase coal produc-
tion," he continued, "at prices
the consumer and the economy
can afford.
"We must., ensure that we do
not, through unnecessary re-
strictive environmental con-
trols, make it impossible or
prohibitively expensive to burn
the coal after it is mined."
Wagner's remarks came
Tuesday during a civic club ad-
dress and news conference.
"As to environmenal con-
trols," Wagner added. "Let me
be clear that we must maintain
a clean and healthy environ-
ment and accept the costs that
go with it.
"But there must be a benefit
from environmental ex-
penditures that is greater than
the cost. And since it's your
money that is being spent, you
should be satisfied that you
really want what you will have
to pay for."
Asked why TVA did not
stockpile more coal last sum-
mer before the nationwide
United Mine Workers strike led
to shortages in November, he
replied:
"We could see prices going
up and going up. We knew what
this would do to your electric
bills. We were fighting for a
balance between the price of
coal and the price of elec-
tricity.
"If we had entered into a bid-
ding war for the limited
amount of coal that was avail-
able last summer and fall, we
might have increased our coal
supply slightly, but it is doubt-
ful we could have increased it
significantly because the supply
was fixed."
IPPI STOCK MARKET*
Prices of stocks of local in-
terest at noon today furnished to
the Ledger & Times by I. M.

































Prices of stock of local in-
terest at noon, EDT, today,
furnished to the Ledger & Times
by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Kimberly Clark 27 unc
Union Carbide 41%
W. R. Grace 23% +%
Texaco 23 -1/4
Gen. Elec. 354 Al
GAF Corp. 8% AO
Camp. Soup 30% -%
Geo. Pac. 34 +Vs
Pfizer 27% -V
Jim Walters 25% -%
Kirsch 1344 +NI
Hol. Inn 6% +4.
Disney V +%
Franklin Mint 14% uric































1406W Main Phone 753-5315
